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Different
expectations
for Patton in
new year
By MARK R. CHELLGREN
Associated Press Writer. FRANKFORT,Ky.(AP)— Gov.Paul Patton
expects to present few major initiatives to the
2002 General Assembly. In fact, he says, just
staying the course will be a significant achievement.
"We're going to
concentrate more on
the good things we
have done than on
the things that we
can't do," Patton
said."And if we can
maintain
the
momentum of what
we've done, in these
economic times, it
may be one of the
best accomplishments of our adminGov. Paul Patton
istration."
Patton, the first two-term governor in nearly
two centuries, heads into the last budget session
of his administration with dramatically different
expectations than he had barely 10 months ago.
Then, the state was flush and Patton had big
plans for initiatives that would have ranged
from downtown revitalization and rural land
conservation to reforming Kentucky's notoriously tricky tax system.
An economy in the tank and a world at war
with terrorism have dramatically changed his
outlook.
"I'm going to walk out of here not being able
to do a lot of things I wanted to do," Patton said
in an interview with The Associated Press.
Within the boundaries of reduced resources
and expectations,Patton said he will make some
proposals. The topics will range from revising
changes in workers' compensation programs for
miners who suffer black lung disease, improving enforcement of seat belt laws, more regulations of mining for minerals other than coal, regulating electric power plants and ensuring the
state does not pay too much for prescription
drugs, either to drug companies or pharmacists.
It isn't just money that could restrict Patton's
initiatives in the coming legislature.
The legislature itself is likely to be fixated on
its own redistricting, which could drag the
administration into the fray. Patton recognizes
the pitfalls and tries to skate around it without
exactly staying out of it.
"That's an important issue to the legislature
and I think it ought to be addressed this session," Patton said. "But I'm not involved in it
and I don't expect to be involved in it."
Senate Republicans have broadly hinted that
they will block any legislative activity until
redistricting it resolved and Patton warned there
will be political consequences to that. Anyone
who tries to impede progress "will pay the
price," Patton said.
And it is Patton's own relations with Senate
Republicans that remain perhaps a bigger
unknown.
"I have no relationship with David
Williams," Patton acknowledges.
Williams, the Republican president of the
Senate. has made Patton the lightning rod for
helping keep his own caucus in line. Williams
has also taken his comments and criticism of
Patton to unprecedented personal levels, broadly intimating that Patton has lied and once calling him a "mouthy drunk."
Patton said he has a "good relationship" with
other members of Senate Republican leadership.
"There's no reason that we have to be disagreeable," Patton said.

Ne
in
Focus is on
By BRANDI WILLIAMS
Staff Writer
The most popular New Year's resolution is to
get fit or lose weight.
However, it is usually the fastest resolution
to break.
"Seventy percent of the people will have
given their New Year's resolution up by six
weeks," said Keena Miller, director of the Center
for Health and Wellness.
Fitness centers realize that people break their resolutions early and are enacting programs to help people
stick to their guns.
The Center for Health and Wellness is encouraging
fitness within a social and support atmosphere, offering
classes in kickboxing, body building, cycling and yoga,
and offers water aerobics.
The Center is also offering different programs to
encourage the social and support goal, such as its
"Winning by Losing" program.
"It is a weight loss and weight management program," Miller explained. "It has that group support and
competition, and it teaches you how to eat right for the
rest of your life."
Miller said when fitness and weight loss are people's
resolutions, then they should try to make realistic goals
for themselves, pick activities they enjoy, and schedule
fitness into a routine.
• "It takes four weeks before it can become a routine,"
she said.
The Calloway County Health Department has collaborated with the Center for Smoking Secession clatses.
The health department is providing two weeks worth of
nicotine patches to members of the program to encourage them to stop smoking.
The Murray Family YMCA is hosting a grand
reopening in February to bring in new members and
offer incentives to current members. It is also planning a
program called Club Caring Honest Observant Aerobic
Self, or Club CHAOS,a fitness and self-esteem program
for adolescent girls.
"We discuss topics such as eating disorders, working
out and women's sports," YMCA program director

•See Page 2
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By BRANDI WILLIAMS
pounds come back on, the muscle doesn't.
leaving just fat.
Staff Writer
"When you go on something, then you are
Dieting is not longer trendy.
When people are wanting to lose weight, going to have to go off of it sometime,"
fitness experts no longer encourage dieting, Wright said.
She encourages her clients to make simple
but instead, eating well.
Rebecca Wright, wellness dietitian with lifestyle changes and to set reasonable goals,
the Health and Wellness Center here, said her instead of the old strict diet method.
"I really try to help my patients change
phone rings off the hook this time of year
from people wanting to lose weight or go on a their lifestyle permanently without leaving
them feeling deprived," Wright said.
diet.
She said sometimes a simple lifestyle
She said diet is just another four letter
word.
• change, such as cutting out soft drinks, can
"Diets don't work because they leave you make a miraculous change in a person's
weight. "I've had a lot of people lose weight
feeling deprived," Wright said.
She feels "yo-yo dieting" is extremely dan- just from watching what they drink."
The most common misconceptions about
gerous because when a person diets and loses
weight, they are also losing muscle. When the weight loss is it can be done really fast and it

can be done by cutting out food groups.
"I believe when you are cutting out those
food groups, you are cutting out nutrients."
Wright said.
She also said meal skipping is popular
amongst people wanting to lose weight.
"Some people believe the less meals they
have, the better off they are," Wright said.
But she said the body has a tendency to store
fat when it is being deprived of meals because
it is uncertain to when it will eat again.
"You want to eat smaller amounts more
frequently," she explained.
She said many of her clients don't drink
enough water and that can also make a huge
difference."A lot of people have the miscon-

II See Page 2
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Postal Service workers still on job despite anthrax discovery
NEW YORK (AP) — llostal workers
were again urged by their union to stay
home from their jobs at a mail facility
where anthrax traces were discovered on
a sorting machine.
The postal union also planned to
return to court this week to ask a judge to
shut down all or part of the Manhattan
facility pending a "thorough testing
throughout," said William Smith, president of the New York Metro Area Postal
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WORKING OUT ... Lisa Rudolph (above) works on her biceps at the Center for Health & Wellness.
Becoming more fit is a common New Year's resolution for people.
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Union.
Employees reported for work on
Sunday despite the discovery of traces of
anthrax on a machine that had been previously infected and cleaned, postal officials said.
On Saturday, Smith urged workers at
the Morgan Processing and Distribution
Center not to return to work until the
extent of contamination was known.
The sorting equipment was shut down

for more cleaning and was expected to be
idled about a week, said U.S. Postal
Service spokeswoman Diane Todd. She
said the "very negligible trace of anthrax"
may be residue from contamination in
October.
Todd said there was no sign that workers were following Smith's advice in
large numbers.
"As far as I know they are reporting to
work, and there is no excessive absen-
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teeism," she said
Smith said Sunday that very fey.' of the
weekend workers had heard about his
advisory but that he expected many more
would respond to it by staying away at
the start of the work week.
"Our position is that they shouldn't go
back until they get some clearer understanding from'the Centers for Disease
Control (and Prevention) and the Postal
Service." Smith said.
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KSP recover
major clue
in missing
man case
TULSA„ Okla. (AP)
An
escaped convict from Tennessee has
been identified as a suspect in the disappearance of an elderly Tulsa man
whose car was recovered in
Kentucky.
Meanwhile, the missing man's
son said he is losing hope that his
father, Donald Green Sr., 71, will be
found unharmed after apparently
being abducted from his home during
the Christmas holiday.
"I hope I'm wrong, but I've just
about given up on finding him alive,"
Donald Green Jr. said.
Police found blood in the kitchen
of Donald Green Sr.'s home on
Wednesday night while investigating
his disappearance. A blood trail led to
the garage where the man's car was
also missing.
Kentucky State Police found the
car in Woodford County on Friday
and questioned two occupants — the
teenage children of prison escapee
J.B. Cole, said Tulsa police Detective
Harry Hunt.
Cole disappeared, authorities said.
It was not clear whether another
occupant of the car. Cole's wife or
girlfriend, had also disappeared.
Kentucky police said another
vehicle was stolen near where the
Green's car had been dropped off,
Hunt said.
Law enforcement officers acting
on a tip attempted to corner Cole in
southern Ohio, just across the
Kentucky border. Cole was reported
to be in a house in Adams County,
Ohio, on Friday night, Donald Green
Jr. said.
"Either they missed him or he got
tipped off before they got there or
something, but they didn't get him,"
he said. "He's got a lot of relatives in
Kentucky, and he's got quite a few
relatives here in Oklahoma."
Cole is wanted for escaping in
June from the Tennessee prison system, officials said. He was discovered missing from his worksite and is
suspected of fleeing in a car with the
Tennessee state seal emblazoned on
both sides.

Platforms give public
view of destroyed WTC

KATHY WILLINS/AP Photo

MEMORIAL SERVICE ... Volunteer Patrick Gibson of Albany, Ga.
lights memorial candles Saturday, Dec. 29, in front of St. Paul's
Chapel in New York, near the site of the World Trade Center
attacks. Tourists are flocking to the World Trade Center wreckage site as recovery and cleanup work continues.

NEW YORK(AP) — After three
months of peering through gaps in
fences and past police barricades,
visitors on Sunday got an unobstructed view of the remains of the
World Trade Center from a newly
built observation platform.
Starting at dawn, hundreds of
people stood in a line that snaked for
blocks, waiting in freezing temperatures for the 13-foot-high stage to
open at 9 a.m.
For some, the view of ground
zero was a religious epiphany.
"This is disturbing — but also
wonderful. We are Christians, and
this teaches us to help and love one
another," said Shannon Pope of St.
Louis, Mo., tears streaming down
her cheeks as she clutched her 4year-old son Collin in her arms.
She had won the visit for herself
and 19 relatives in a nationwide
family reunion essay contest. The
group included her 90-'year-old
grandmother, Janice Floyd.
"It's unbelievable! It's still smoking!" Floyd said when she saw the
devastation.
The platform, accessed by a long
wooden ramp, can hold between
300 to 400 people. It is big enough
across the front for about a dozen
people at a time to stand side-by-

side to see the huge red cranes and
other machinery that have been at
work day and night since the Sept.
11 terrorist attacks.
The cranes still stop, almost
daily, so workers can remove the
remains of the dead.
Instead of craning for a view
down blocked-off streets, visitors
now can get an unobstructed view of
the jagged holes in the ground that
open into what was once the Wade
center's undergrotad mall.
"What struck ie was the open
wide space, no buildings. But it also
looks like a construction site," said
Scott Smith, who drove to. New
York from West Hartford, Conn.,
with his 7-year-old daughter, Lane.
The rectangular, fenced-in structure is located on Church Street
alongside the cemetery behind historic St. Paul's Church, and within
view of City Hall.
The pFitfirm. was officially
opened Saturday by Mayor Rudolph
Giuliani, who urged people to
"come here and say a little prayer
and reflect on the whole history of
America."
Giuliani also added an inscription to one of the wooden railings:
"We will always remember what
you did here -- you, our heroes —

Intelligence indicates • 2002 ...
bin Laden still alive From Front
WASHINGTON (A P) — The
chairman of the Senate Intelligence
Committee says information given
him indicates that al-Qaida leader
Osama bin Laden is alive but his
whereabouts remain a mystery.
-The latest intelligence we had
indicates that the high probabilities
are that bin Laden is still alive," Sen.
Bob Graham, D-Fla., said Sunday on
CNN's "Late Edition."
"Where he is, is a question mark.
The trail has gone cold as to whether
he's still in the caves of Tora Born or,
in fact, has slipped out into Pakistan"
from Afghanistan.

Graham offered no further details
and said he could not say why he
believes bin Laden is still alive.
U.S. officials believe bin Laden
was in the mountainous Torn Bora
area of eastern Afghanistan at least
until mid-December. In a new videotape, the terrorist leader wanted in
connected with the Sept. 11 attacks
implied he was speaking in early or
mid-December.
Since then, conflicting reports
have emerged about whether bin
Laden is dead or alive. in
Afghanistan or Pakistan.

to save America. God bless you."
The city plans three more observation platforms in the area, but
there was no immediate word on
when they would be finished.
History was on the mind of Greg
Packer, a New Yorker visiting
ground zero for the fourth time.
"Each time, it just gets harder
and harder," he said. "But there's
veithing more important than to see
this. This is more important to me
than any concert or game that I've
ever seen, because this is history."
A visitor from France, Frederic
Hustache of Paris, got up at 6 a.m.
to join the line — but the cold drove
him into a coffee shop across the
street.
"TThe point is not to actually see
everything. It's to feel what is here,"
he said.
Hustache came with a friend,
Arthaild Benezra, who had last visited when the twin towers were
intact.
"I still remember New York that
way," Benezra said. "This has.
become a sort of big cemetery. And
we are here because of all the people
who died. We're here to pay tribute
to them."

• Experts ...
From Front

Ashley Skinner said.
"Seventy percent
Skinner said there are several ways to
of the people will
stick to the fitness resolution this year. The
first is to get a schedule:
have given their
"The number one reason people do not
New Year's
exercise regularly is because it doesn't fit
resolution up by
into their schedule," she said.
six weeks."
She also said getting well, not dieting,
finding a workout partner, keeping a positive
— Keena Miller
attitude and sticking to the program will also
Center for Health and
Wellness director
help.
"When people work out, eventually they
get to a plateau," Skinner said. "That is usually when people get discouraged. You have to push through that plateau."

ception that if it is liquid, then it
qualifies as drinking water. I recommend you start your day with water
and (drink it) throughout your day."
However more than anything,
Wright said she encourages her
clients to look toward their health
later down the line.
"I don't want them to think about
just losing weight but their health,in
the long run," she said. "I'm trying
to get people to want to make
changes in their lifestyle and think
about how they are going to feel
down the road, not just how they
look in January."
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NEW YEAR'S CLEARANCE
MONDAY
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10 a.m.-4 p.m.
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Fowl Fuel
MORGANTOWN, W.Va. (AP) — Al
Stiller admits his discovery is at the outer
limits of what some already consider a
fringe science. He can't even fully explain
why it works.
But chicken manure, he insists, makes
good fuel.
Liquefied, cooked and sterilized by heat
and intense pressure, it can be blended with
diesel to power an engine with no significant difference in performance.
And that, says the West Virginia
University chemical engineering professor,
has global implications: If it were to catch
on, a blend that's 65 percent diesel and 35

Chicken manure can be eco-friendly fuel

percent liquid waste would reduce the
nation's dependence on foreign oil and solve
a nagging environmental problem for the
poultry industry. "I don't know how it does
it," Stiller says. "It just does."
Chicken farmers in West Virginia,
Maryland, Virginia and other states have
been blamed for fouling streams and rivers
with runoff that is high in nitrogen from
manure plowed into the ground as fertilizer.
Many believe the runoff damages fish
and plant life, leading to outbreaks of such
toxic microbes as Pfisteria piscicida. Yet, as
food and meat production increase, so too
will the need for disposal.

Stiller and two other WVU scientists say
their work has the potential for widespread
use.
The field of biofuels has not received its
due, they say, and the little work that is
being done focuses mostly on corn and soybeans, both of which have established lobbies to seek funding.
The poultry waste-to-fuel idea was born
in 1996, while Stiller was working on a coal
liquefaction project. He needed sources of
hydrogen to break the coal down, and he
began using old tires. He quickly discovered
that the supply of 250 million tires per year
was insufficient. Stiller switched to animal

Ford selected as MSU's 2001
Outstanding Agriculture Alumni
MSU News Bureau

poultry industry, and university pro- Agriculture Service and U.S.
The Murray State Agriculture grams such as research, economics Department of Agriculture at the
Alumni Association selected Harold studies and demand forecasting for World Food Forum in Paris, France.
E. Ford, a 1949 Murray State gradu- poultry products.
Ford and his wife, the former
Jate who served as a diplomat for the
He instituted and conducted edu- Wanda Hay of Mayfield, currently
poultry industry for more than three cational seminars, structured and reside in Duluth, Ga., and are the
decades, as its Outstanding managed the world's largest annual parents of three daughters and four
Agriculture Alumni representative international poultry conference and grandchildren.
trade show that attracted attendance
The Murray State University
for 2001.
A native of Graves County, Ford from over 70 nations, and organized Agriculture Alumni Association has
graduated from Sedalia High School and managed the formation and awarded
the
Outstanding
in 1943. After graduation, he served management of the USA Poultry Agriculture Alumnus Award each
year since 1965 to recognize one of
three years in the U.S. Marine and Egg Export Council.
Additional career highlights their peers who has achieved outCorps, stationed in the South
Pacific. Following his discharge, he include serving as marketing direc- standing professional accomplishenrolled at MSU where he went on tor and manager for Sanderson ments and made significant contrito earn a bachelor of science degree Farms in Mississippi, and for Mar butions to agriculture, the university
in agriculture.while engaged in his Jac Poultry in Georgia, where he and the association.
was directly responsible for internaAlumni in the school of agriculfanning operation.
ture pledged over $17,000 during
He later studied at the University tional trade development efforts.
He served a three year term on the 2001 phon-a-thon and recorded a
of Kentucky to earn an MS in chemistry and dairy and promptly began the Atlanta Convention and Visitors 99 percent collection rate. Alumni
his agricultural career as assistant Bureau of Directors and was a mem- contributions area major source of
commissioner of agriculture for the ber of the ACVB Convention funding for scholarships awarded to
current students of agriculture at
Kentucky Department
of Committee.
During a 1995 ceremony held in MSU, and will continue to be a
'Agriculture.
He later worked for two years Washington D.C., Ford was induct- major force as the school works to
with the Kentucky Chain Stores ed into the Hall of Fame by the introduce additional new projects
Council where he represented food American Poultry Historical Society and opportunities for its students in
merchandisers with producers, — the industry's most prestigious the future.
award — and was also one of the
processors and consumers.
Ford left Kentucky for Georgia, first 20 inductees into the Kentucky
MURRAY
but continued to have a definite Poultry Federation Hall of Fame.
Ford's contributions to the poulimpact on Kentucky agriculture,
notably in laying the foundation for try industry include an appointment
1001 Whitnell Ave.
the development of the thriving by the Secretary of Agriculture to
Murray, KY 42071-1040
poultry industry in western ken- serve as a member of the National
tucky. His leadership and influence Research Users Group, which idenDEPARTMENT HEADS
has been felt throughout the nation tified and evaluated the needs for
Publisher Emeritus Walter L. Apperson
through his association with research and functions under the
Publisher
Alice Rouse
Southeastern Poultry and Egg U.S> Department of Agriculture,
Managing
Eric Walker
Editor
Science
and
Education
Association, an entity he built over a
Advertising
Mgr.
Slone
Hutchison
30-year period into now what is Administration.
Wyatt
Classifieds
Mgr.
Kathy
He was appointed by former
known as the U.S> Poultry and Egg
President
Gerald
Ford
as
a
delegate
Mgr.
Tammy
Thompson
Office
Association.
Before
retiring
from to the Agriculture and Food
Business Mgr.
Rita Boggess
Southeastern Poultry and Egg in Economic Conference, served as a
READER INFORMATION
1992, Ford's responsibilities were member of the Agricultural Policy
Business Hours
primarily in the areas of legislative Advisory Committee for Trade
Mon.-Fri. 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.
affairs at the congressional level, Negotiations (GATT), and was a
Sat. Closed
federal agencies that regulate the representative of the Foreign
Phone (270) 753-1916
Fax (270) 753-1927
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Dark tobacco to be
recognized during Jan. 3
MSU hoops game

MSU News Bureau
Area producers of dark tobacco are invited to enjoy a night of Murray
State basketball when the Racers return to the Regional Special Events
Center, Thursday, Jan. 3. for the first home game of the new year.
The Murray State University School of Agriculture will host Dark
Tobacco Appreciation Night at the 7:30 p.m. tip-off between MSU and
Ohio Valley Conference rival Tennessee-Martin.
A special section will be reserved in the lower level bleachers for all
dark tobacco producers attending the event. The MSU school of agriculture will make a special presentation at midcourt during the game's first
half.
Dr. Tony Brannon, director of agricultural programs, says the school of
agriculture would like to recognize the significance of dark tobacco in the
agriculture economy, producers involved with the Western Dark Fired
Tobacco Growers Association, Inc.. and the United States Smokeless
Tobacco Company, a major purchaser of dark tobacco.
"In addition to buying the crop, Brannon explained, "USST has
returned well over $1 million to our community through donations and student scholarships for the Murray State University School of Agriculture, as
well.as charitable contributions and sponsorship of events such as the local
Freedom Fest."
Two free tickets for admittance to the Jan. 3 game will be available to
producers who call 762-3329 or 762-6924 to reserve by Jan. 2.
Reserved tickets must be picked up at the RSEC's Gate B main lobby
(second level) between 7:15-7:45 p.m. on game night.

Subscription Rates
All subscriptions payable in
advance. Home delivery 6 days a
week.
3 months
$20.25

6 months
$40.50

1 year
$78.00
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manure, which showed such potential that
he cut coal out of the project.
Even in the small, rural state of West
Virginia, poultry is a $200 million a year
industry with about 350 farms producing
91.3 million broilers last year.
"The average guy in West Virginia has
about 500 tons of litter to dispose of every
year," says Rich Russell, Stiller's research
partner. "Converting that to fuel would be
worth almost a quarter-million dollars."
Farmers could have self-contained units
to dispose of waste, produce fuel and then
use that fuel to help power diesel generators
or farm equipment at a lower cost. Horse

and cow manure may also work in a fuel
blend, Stiller says, but chicken farms have a
political problem in need of a solution, so
that's where he has focused.
At first, the work was done with no university funding and no student assistants.
The West Virginia Development Office has
since kicked in funds and the scientists have
found a commercial partner in Northco
Corp., a Morgantown company that manufactures mining equipment Stiller still needs
to study the practical economics for a farm.
He also wants to investigate the potential of
the residue that's left behind when the
manure is liquefied.
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Capitol Ideas
By MARK CHELLGREN
Associated Press Writer

In the back
of the pack
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) —
The Subcommittee on Tax
Policy Issues will not make the
deadline for reporting its findings prior to the 2002 General
Assembly session. That much
is certain.
Whether the subcommittee.
created during the 2001 session
to conduct a comprehensive examination of the
commonwealth's tax structure and recommend
changes
_ to the tax .code system which will meet
the long-term 'needs of the state and its citizens"
meets any of its other goals is an open question.
The subcommittee was created after Gov. Paul
Patton asked legislators to take up the mantle of
tax reform during their first annual session In 150
years. "It's been studied, restudied and the restudy
has been restudied," Patton said in his Jan. 3,2001
State of the Commonwealth speech to a joint session of the House and Senate.
While he said action was needed, Patton said
even a study would be beneficial and help soothe
what were then extraordinary strains within the
legislature and between Patton and Republican
Senate President David Williams.
"I don't think any endeavor could do more to
heal the wounds that permeate the body politic of
Kentucky state government and that's something
that needs to be done and it needs to start tonight,"
Patton said to a standing ovation.
Williams did not join the standing ovation that
night. And he later observed that the only tax
reform he was interested in was tax cuts.
The only action of the legislature was creation
of the tax policy subcommittee, which at the
Senate's behest pointedly excluded any members
from the executive branch. And the wounds
remain, made even deeper by disagreements over
legislative redistricting.
Nevertheless, the subcommittee began its
monthly meetings in April. It even went on the
road, conducting meetings in Paducah. Richmond
and northern Kentucky.
It hired University of Tennessee economist
William Fox and his acknowledged expertise in
state tax issues. Fox underwent heart bypass surgery about six weeks ago. which in.pan led to the
missed reporting deadline.
But the nature of the report has always been
unclear. Would it include a simple recitation of the
subcommittee's activities? Would it make recommendations for specific changes in Kentucky's tax
policy.
At a seminar on tax policy sponsored by the
Long-Term Policy Research Center in November,
co-chairmen Rep. Harry Moberly and Sen. Richie
Sanders tried to depress expectations on what the
subcommittee might do.
"What we may finally recommend may not be
what sonic people consider to he comprehensive,"
Moberly told the seminar.
Moberly. a Richmond Democrat, and Sanders.
a Franklin Republican, said some of the assumpthe perceived need for reform
tions underlig'
sere now subject to question.
Moberly said Kentucky's tax system actually
fared better during the recession than some other
gates. Sanders said studies have indicated that the
relative tax burden on Kentucky's poor is not as
great as once thought.
Moberly said Fox's delay in producing his own
report to the subcommittee will not substantially
delay the subcommittee's own report. which he
said would not come until later in the session anyway.
-Even, after the subcommittee reports. Moberly
said the likelihood for anything happening to
taxes will depend on whether the budget. redistricting and other contentious issues have been
resolved, or at least calmed.
NOR-

EDITOR'S NOTE—Mark R. Chellgren is the
Frankfort. Ky.. correspondent for The Associated
Press.

Aid workers and the struggle of
_ S.
itcof01 V
lw
By AMY GREEN, Associated Press Writer

NASHVILLE,Tenn.(AP) — As a Christian
missionary in the Islamic nation of Mauritania
in North Africa, Sister Claire Rheaume was
free to share her religion with others.
Still, she was careful in her 15 years there to
discuss her faith only with close friends, and
she never signed the cross before meals at
restaurants.
"We try to be so discreet," said Rheaume,
who now works in Waltham, Mass., as a nurse
for elderly missionaries returning from abroad.
"It wasn't denying your faith. It's the respect
that you have for the country."
Rheaume admires the devotion of American
aid workers Dayna Curry and Heather Mercer,
but she question whether their lack of discretion will make it more difficult for other
Christian missionaries working in Muslim
countries.
Curry and Mercer were jailed in Afghanistan
with six other foreign aid workers on charges
of preaching Christianity, an offense which
was punishable by death under the country's
Taliban rule.
After the workers were rescued by U.S.
Special Forces in November, Curry and Mercer
made the talk show rounds in their home country and admitted to preaching Christianity.
"Common sense kind of tells you this will
set everybody on edge, but only time will tell,"
said Kathleen Flake, assistant professor of
American religious history at the Vanderbilt
University Divinity School in Nashville."To
the extent other countries are suspicious of our
motives, they will be more suspicious."
Curry, who grew up in suburban Nashville,
and Mercer of Vienna, Va., said they visited an
Afghan home and showed the family a religious video because the family was curious
and they wanted to share their faith. They said
they never tried to convert anyone.
Curry, 30, said she understood the risks of
teaching Christianity before traveling to

On The Net:
Shelter Now International: http://www.shelter-germany.de/
Vanderbilt University Divinity School:
http://divinity.library.vanderbilt.edu/div/
International Mission Board: http://www.imb.org/
U.S. Catholic Mission Association:
http://www.uscatholicmission.org/
Fuller Theological Seminary: http://www.fulleredu/

Christians can show others the virtues of
their faith by preaching in countries where it is
permitted, or by quietly doing health, education and relief work, Rustemeyer said.
"We really believe that God uses our presence as witness," she said.
Dr. J. Dudley Woodberry, professor of
Islamic studies at Fuller Theological Seminary
in Pasadena, Calif., advises Christians working
in Muslim nations to be discreet. He said aid
workers should share their faith only with
close friends or those struggling with extraordinarily difficult circumstances, such as the
loss of a loved one. Even addressing goodnatured curiosity about Christianity can be
dangerous, he said.
"It varies ansiderably from country to
country, and it varies within the same country
because there's sort of a fuzzy line between
proselytizing and just being a friend answering
questions," said Woodberry, a Christian who
has spent time in Lebanon, Pakistan,
Afghanistan and Saudi Arabia.
Woodberry believes the actions of the
Shelter Now International workers will only
increase Muslim suspicions of Christianity, at a
time When tensions already are high because of
the Sept. 11 terrorist attacks and the subsequent war by the United States on Afghanistan.
However, he said there may be some positive effects from what they did.
"Whether what they did was wise or not,
their being in prison has gotten many people
interested in what's going on in the way of
Christian witness," he said. "It's gotten many
people praying."

What is closure?
was finally found earlier this month after and those who help them.
By DEBORAH HASTINGS
It began as a clinical term used by menbeing buried at the World Trade Center.
AP National Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — Lee lelpi has "All of a sudden it's one of those cliches tal health professionals to define a stage in
traumatic grief where,one is able to reinheard the word so many times, he wishes that everyone has to use."
Jonathan lelpi, a 29-year-old husband vest in life, where living is not to be
people would just shut up. In these times,
there is much lelpi doubts, but one thing and father of two young sons, had already endured, but cherished.
"It's somehow being able to put an end
been declared dead. His funeral had been
he knows is true.
held. But for three months, his father went to something," said Chicago social worker
There is no such thing as closure.
The word is everywhere,just the same. every day to the rubble, looking for his Kathy Sheridan, who worked an international crisis hot line for three days after the
On the tough-talking tongues of Marines, boy and the children of others.
"What the hell does that word mean?" terrorist attacks. "I think we yearn for clocops and firefighters. On the lips of survivors, psychiatrists, rescue workers, rela- lelpi asked. The body of his son has been sure after this. I think people are saying,
tives of the dead, even acerbic New York found, but there is no closure. He helped 'Please let me not have these terrible feelMayor Rudy Giuliani, who, until three carry Jonathan out. He was glad to do it. ings. Please let it be over. Let us go back
months ago, could be expected to sneer at Proud to do it. But it didn't close anything. to the way things used to be.'"
But that longing is unrealistic, and may
Grief he understands. Pain that makes
such a term and call it touchy-feely.
Since Sept. 11, seemingly everyone is life seem worthless. Relief that comes remain so for a long time, said Sheridan.
"It's amazing to stand back and watch
searching for it, longing for it and talking only in sleep, and often neither comes.
Closure? At the worst, the overuse of what's happening at this holiday season.
about it as if that will summon healing.
"It doesn't exist," says lelpi, a retired that word can be damaging. At the least, it The president says, 'Go out and spend
firefighter whose firefighter son's body can be insulting, say relatives of the dead money. Get back to normal.' It's a crazy

We want to print your letters...
but you must follow these guidelines:
• Letters must be signed with the writer's name,address
and telephone number so we may contact you if there are
questions.
• Letters should be approximately between 250-350 words
TYPED. And all letters are subject to editing or rejection.
• The Ledger & Times reserves the right to reject any letter.
Letters may be submitted byfax at 270-753-1927, by email to
mIt@murrayledgencom or by mail to 1001 Whiffle!! Ave.,
Murray, KY 42071.
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Afghanistan, a poor country with overwhelming need.
"I just thought, if I can go over and make a
small difference. ... And then with my faith, if
there was ever an opportunity to tell some of
those women,'God loves you; you're important,' then that would make it worth it," Curry
said.
Udo Stolte, director of Shelter Now
International, the German organization which
sponsored the women, said workers are not
discouraged from discussing Christianity when
asked about it by an Afghan. Discussing religion simply is part of the culture, and declining to do so could be offensive to some
Afghans, he said.
He declined to comment on the video Curry
and Mercer showed at the Afghan home, but
he said he wouldn't be surprised if the family
had asked to see it.
"They want to learn about Jesus and his
message and Christianity more," Stolte said.
"If you're in Afghanistan, you're invited to
speak about your family and to speak about
your profession, and they ask you to speak
about your faith. I cannot tell them,'Don't tell
them who you are."
Missionaries for the Southern Baptist
Convention's International Mission Board, the
world's largest Protestant mission organization
with 5,100 missionaries in 185 countries, are
encouraged to convert people in the nations
they are visiting, spokesman Mark Kelly said.
The mission board was created "for the
express purpose of sending missionaries overseas for sharing the good news of God's love
to whomever will listen," he said.
But the 3,800 missionaries sent abroad by
one of the 650 mission organizations working
as part of the U.S. Catholic Mission
Association are coached to take a different
approach, executive director Sister Rosanne
Rustemeyer said.

ALICE ROUSE
Publisher

ERIC WALKER
Managing Editor
'Where there is no vision, the people perish.'
PUBLISHED BY MURRAY NEWSPAPER,INC.

thing," she said.
Closure also is one of the newest entries
in a line of psychological labels seeping
into the American vocabulary, another
indication of a therapy-friendly society,
psychologists said. One in which people
have "issues" instead of very large problems, and neutral, bloodless words cover a
spectrum ranging from mild annoyance to
paralyzing heartbreak.
Dr. Phebe Tucker of the University of
Oklahoma's psychiatry department works
with victims of the 1995 bombing of the
Alfred P. Murrah Federal Building.
Closure is something her clients still strive
for, and it means something different to
each one, she said. "It is not something
that you get quickly," she said. "And that
is the goal of terrorism — to create anxiety
and fear ... and erode a person's trust level
in the world."

Editorial Roundup
The following is a roundup of editorials published by newspapers from around the commonwealth. The editorials comment on a variety of
issues. Some editorials may have been condensed for space purposes. These editorials are
not to be mistaken as representing a position
taken by The Associated Press or the Murray
Ledger & Times:

•••
—Messenger-Inquirer, Owensboro
Forty years ago, Owensboro officials tried to convince state leaders
of the damage that would be done to
the city if a proposed new link
between Paducah and Elizabethtown
— what became known as the
Western Kentucky Parkway —
weren't built to the north of this area
along U.S. 60.
The parkway was to be a connector to a developing interstate system
that would link much of the country.
Instead, the road was built well
south of Owensboro and, virtually
isolated, the city has struggled ever

since to promote economic develop- through the far western end of
Daviess County.
ment and sustain population.
But other proposals — supported
If, as economists are fond of sayby Evansville officials — would
ing, highways are the key to growth
in a community, it will be imperative route the highway west of
Henderson,leaving it nearly an hour
that state officials don't allow the
region to be shut out once again. The from Owensboro. ...
The potential exists to connect 1-69
proposed Interstate 69 offers the best
U.S. 231 in southern Indiana.
with
chance this city has seen in some
this with the opening of the
come
Couple
time to reap the benefits that
H. Natcher Bridge early
William
thoroughmajor
with being near a
and the county would be
year,
next
fare.
to see a significant ecoposition
weave
in
will
1-69
completed,
When
nomic boost. ...
about 1,800 miles from Canada to
Getting the easternmost path
the Mexico border, traveling through
seems like a long shot right now, but
seven states. Construction on the
it will certainly never happen unless
Kentucky and Indiana sections is at
state officials and the community
least five years away, and routes are
join local officials to get behind it.
yet to be drawn, which allows local
The closer 1-69 comes to Daviess
and state officials the chance to
County, the better chance we have of
lobby for their desired paths.
not getting left off the beaten path
..Some believe there's a chance
once again.
the highway could actually run
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Ragland case to include bullet evidence

Deaths
Mrs. Willie On

Ms. Nancy R. Utterback

Mrs. Willie Orr, 93, Orr Lane of the Harris Grove
community, died at 3:50 a.m. Sunday, Dec. 30, 2001, at
her residence.
Born Dec. II, 1908 in Calloway County, she was a
member of the Williams Chapel Church of Christ. She
was preceded in death by her parents, Osa Humphreys
and Johnnye Bradley Humphreys, her husband, Milbum
Orr, who died May 7, 1989, and one grandchild.
Survivors include two daughters, Diane Thweatt and
Peggy Futrell and husband, Glenn, all of Lynn Grove,
Ky.; three sons, Pat Dale Orr and wife, Clara, Billy Dan
On and wife, Joan, and lames Hal Orr and wife,
Carolyn, all of Lynn Grove; 10 grandchildren and 10
• great-grandchildren.
Funeral services will be Tuesday, Jan. I, 2002, at 11
a.m. at Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home with
Lindon Ferguson officiating. Burial will be at Murray
•
Memorial Gardens.
Visitation will be at 5 p.m. today (Monday) at the
funeral home.

Mrs. Ruby C. Grogan
Mrs. Ruby C. Grogan,90, Hamilton Avenue, Murray,
died Saturday, Dec. 29, 2001, at 6:30 p.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
Born July 25, 1911, in Calloway County, she was a
member of Temple Hill United Methodist Church and a
50-year member of the Murray chapter Order of the
Eastern Star # 433. She was manager of the Kenlake
Hotel gift shop for several years and had also worked at
the former Jones Dry Cleaners and Johnson's and IGA
Groceries
She was preceded in -death by her parents, Henry
Roberts and Elsie Lee Roberts; her husband of 70 years,
Newman Grogan; and two brothers, Joe and Fate
Roberts.
Survivors include one son, J.D. Grogan and wife,
Treva; a granddaughter, Jennifer Grogan; and a sister,
Mrs. Alba Williams, all of Murray.
Services will be today (Monday),Dec. 31, at 1 p.m.
at J.H. Churchill Funeral Home with Rev. Kendrick
Lewis officiating. Burial will be at the Murray City
Cemetery.

Ms. Nancy R. Utterback, 46, Hazel, died Sunday,
Dec. 30, 2001 at 8:48 p.m. at Westview Nursing
Home.
She was a member of Calvary Temple Pentecostal
Church.
She was born Dec. 28, 1955 at Fort Worth, Texas to
Billy Joe Utterback and the late Wilma Sanders
Utterback.
She is preceded in death by her mother and grandparents Ruth Luton and Edd Utterback.
She is survived by her father Billy Joe Utterback of
Murray, two daughters, Mrs. Diana L. Bess and husband Jason and Mrs. Melanie J. Coleman and husband
Michael, all of Hazel; and two grandchildren
Kimberly and Zachery Bess.
Funeral services. will be 11 a.m. Tuesday Jan. 1 at
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home with the Revs. David
Stewart and J.H. Lipford officiating. Burial will follow at Murray City Cemetery.
Visitation will be from 5 to 8 p.m. Monday at J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home.

Mrs. Audra Daphine
Bennett

Mrs. Audra Daphine Bennett, 67, South 6th Street,
Murray, died Sunday, Dec. 30, 2001, at 2 a.m. at her
residence.
She was of the Baptist faith and retired from
Murray-Calloway County Hospital food service in
1999 with 20 years of service.
She was preceded in death by her father, Rayburn
McDougal, her mother, Otie Compton McDougal, and
one son, Glen Walter Bennett.
Survivors include one son, James Harold Bennett,
Murray; one daughter, Diane Connelly, Murray; two
brothers, R. J. McDougal and wife, Shirley, Murray,
and Cordie McDougal and wife, Jean, Puryear, Tenn.;
Cannan Simpson, 17, Lime Road, Murray, died four sisters, Maxine Lawrence, Wilmington, Del.,
Friday. Dec. 28, 2001, at 2 a.m. at his home. He was of Etna Story and husband, Hoyt, Almo, Ky., Linda
Baptist faith. One brother, Jeffery Allen Simpson, and a Fennel, Dexter, Ky., and Brenda Johnson and husgrandfather, William Simpson, preceded him in death.
Survivors include his mother, Mrs. Teresa Simpson, band, Tommy, Shallotte, N.C.; four grandchildren,
Murray; his father, Justin Simpson, Jonesboro, Ark.; his Toni Reynolds, Patrick and Jessica Connelly, and
stepfather, Steve Norman, Murray; one sister, Angela Michael Bennett; and one great-grandchild, Tyler
Denise Simpson, Murray; one brother, Roy Justin Connelly Barnard.
Simpson Jr. and wife, Shauta, Lexa, Ark.; grandmothService will be Tuesday, Jan. 1, 2002, at 11 a.m. at
ers, Mrs. Annie Davis, East Prairie, Mo., Willie Ruth Murray-Calloway County Funeral Home, with Kerry
Mooney, Memphis, Tenn., and Mary Simpson, Snow
Lake, Ark. ; three nephews, several cousins, aunts and Lambert officiating. Burial will be in Elm Grove
Cemetery.
uncles.
Visitation will be after 5 p.m. today (Monday) at
The service is today (Monday) at 10 a.m. at Roller
Citizens Funeral Home in West Helena, Ark., with burial Murray-Calloway County Funeral Home.
at Sunset Memorial Park in Barton, Ark.
A memorial service will be held Tuesday, Jan. 1,2002,
at 1 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Funeral Home.

Cannan Simpson

'Rings'lifts
Hollywood
to big finish
in 2001
LOS ANGELES (AP) —
Audiences are making a habit of
hobbits.
"The Lord of the Rings: The
Fellowship of the Ring" held up
well in its second weekend, taking
in $37.4 million to remain the No. 1
film.
Part one of the fantasy trilogy
has grossed $154.5 million in just
12 days, according to studio estimates Sunday.
With Christmas shopping behind
them, Americans flocked to movie
theaters, giving the industry a big
finish to another year of record revenue.
The top 12 movies grossed an
estimated $147.6 million, up 21
percent from last weekend and up
20 percent over last New Year's
weekend.
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LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Prosecutors plan to use metal tests
on bullets as evidence in the trial of
Shane Ragland, accused of killing
former University of Kentucky football player Trent DiGiuro, court
records indicate.
But attorneys for Ragland are
seeking to block the jury from seeing the evidence when the trial
begins next month. The evidence
includes the FBI laboratory's metallurgical analysis of unspent .243-caliber rounds found at the home of
Ragland's father, Frankfort businessman Jerry Ragland, and the bullet found in the victim.
The court records do not include
the results of the metallurgical tests,
which analyze the makeup of lead in
bullets and compare them for similarities.
Prosecutors have subpoenaed a
consultant to the Winchester
firearms and ammunition manufacturer. The consultant is expected to
testify that the shells found at
Ragland's father's home were manufactured three months before
DiGiuro was killed, according to
court records.
The tests could be key to the
prosecution's case because ballistics
testing did not show conclusively
that a .243-caliber rifle taken from

Jupiter to be
at brightest
New Year's Eve

Prices as
of 9 a.m
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MIAMI(AP)— Revelers ringing
in the New Year under a clear sky
will be treated to a rare sight alongside the fireworks: Jupiter at its closest and brightest.
The largest planet in the solar
system will be directly overhead at
midnight on New Year's Eve,
according to astronomer Jack
Horkheimer. The ringed planet
Saturn also will be visible, and both
will be joined in the sky by the
almost full moon.
"If you're in New York City
watching the apple drop, you'll be
able to see Jupiter above the apple,"
said Horkheimer, executive director
of the Miami Space Transit
Planetarium."In London ... Chicago,
Denver, Los Angeles, Honolulu,
Jupiter will be overhead."
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HOLLAND TIRE CO.
96 East Main Street • 753-5606

The Employees of

Murray Supply ea
want to thank you, our valued
customers,for your business in
2001.
We wish you and your families
health and success in 2002.
Again, THANK you and...

Happy New Year
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unnecessary quantities of evidence
in performing destructive testing,"
according to the defense motion
filed Dec. 19.
Fayette Circuit Judge Thomas
Clark will hear evidence on the
motion Jan. 9.
Commonwealth's Attorney Ray
Larson declined to answer questions
about the case or the defense motion.
J. Guthrie True, one of Ragland's
lawyers, did not return phone calls to
his office, and Bill Johnson.
Ragland's lead defense lawyer, was
out of his office and could not be
reached.
Veteran lawyer Thomas Clay,
who is not involved in the Ragland
case, said the metallurgy tests "could
be very incriminating" if they link
Ragland and the DiGiuro bullet,
considering the ballistics tests failed
to definitively link the rifle seized
from Ragland's mother's home to
the bullet.
But Harold Smith, a Louisville
metallurgist, said ballistics tests are
often considered more conclusive.
Smith said it might be difficult to
draw p direct connection from a
spent bullet and ammunition recovered elsewhere since there may not
be discemable differences in the lead
of bullets manufactured over a period of time.

Stock Market Report
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Shane Ragland's mother's home was
used in the slaying.
Ragland, whose trial is scheduled
to open Jan. 22, was charged with
the murder in July 2000, nearly six
years to the day after DiGiuro was
shot during a party to celebrate his
21st birthday.
Lexington police were stumped
before Ragland's former girlfriend,
Aimee Lloyd, came forward and
told investigators Ragland had confessed to her. Police say Ragland
believed DiGiuro was responsible
for getting him blackballed from a
UK fraternity.
Ragland's lawyers are seeking to
have the metallurgy tests excluded
from evidence on a claim that the
FBI lab, which conducted two
rounds of tests, did not leave enough
lead for the defense to conduct its
own tests.
In the motion to block tha,evidence, Ragland's lawyers claim that
more than half the lead in the bullet
was lost while in possession of
police or the FBI. The motion also
said the FBI destroyed too much of
the DiGiuro bullet in the first test
conducted in 19.96, long before
Ragland was considered a suspect.
"The Commonwealth or its
agents have simply lost critical evidence, as well as used and consumed
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Poetry contest
open to residents

Jo's Datebook
By JO BURKEEN
Community Editor
As we close out the year of 2001 today, Dec.
31, it gives me a special opportunity to express
my gratitude and thanks to the readers of the
Murray Ledger & Times.
We wish for you a special "Happy New Year"
as we enter this year with the "Terrorist War"
in progress. This was brought even closer to
home with the wounding of Sgt. First Class David
Carl Kennedy in Afghanistan, and with the call
up of the National Guard Unit here.
On this last day of 2001, I want to express my thanks to the
personnel of the local funeral homes for their patience with my
daily telephone calls and for their expertise in completing the
information for the publication of the obituaries of our loved ones
who have died during this year.
Also a special thanks to all the brides and grooms and their
families who were married or announced their engagements during the year. This same thanks goes to all churches, civic clubs,
hospitals, and the general public for their work in getting information to the daily newspaper for your daily reading.
In closing, I would like to offer this quote by the late President Franklin D. Roosevelt: "As Americans, we go forward, in the
service of our country, by the will of God." This quote was included in a book, God Bless America - Prayers and Reflections For
Our Country, given to me for a Christmas gift this year.

OWINGS MILLS, Md. — The International Library of Poetry has
announced an International Open Poetry Contest.
Poets from the Murray and Calloway County area, particularly
beginners, are welcome to try to win their share of over 250 prizes.
The deadline for the contest is Feb. 28, 2002. The contest is open
to everyone and entry is free.
"Any poet, whether previously published or not, can be a winner,"
said Christina Babylon, contest director. "When people learn about
our free poetry contest, they suddenly realize that their own poetic
works of art can win cash prizes, as well as gain national recognition," continued Babylon.
To enter, send one original poem, any subject and any style to:
The International Library of Poetry, Suite 199b3, 1 Poetry Plaza,
Owings Mills, MD 21117.
The poem should be 20 lines or less, and the poet's name and
address should appear on the top of the page. Entries must postmarked or sent via the Internet by Feb. 28, 2002. You may also enter
online at www.poetry.com.

Rape Crisis Center
needs volunteers
The Rape Crisis Center is looking for volunteers for its hospital
advocacy program and 24-hour
Crisis Line in Calloway, Marshall
and Graves counties.
Those interested must submit a
criminal background check and
attend an intensive 40-hour training course, required by the Commonwealth of Kentucky.
Training sessions will be conducted in Murray beginning Sat-

urday, Jan. 19.
For more information about the
volunteer program or any of the
other services, contact Kelly Hicks
at 1-270-534-4422,
Individuals fluent in Spanish or
American Sign Language are urged
to consider this volunteer opportunity.
The Rape Crisis Center is a
United Way agency.

Birth
Mara Grace Murphy
Mr. and Mrs. Brendan P. Murphy of 4196 Faxon Rd., Murray, are
the parents of a daughter, Mara Grace Murphy, born on Tuesday,
Dec. 25, 2001, at 4:20 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed six pounds 12 ounces and measured 19 1/2
inches. The mother is the former Tonya Brown. A brother is Sean P.
Murphy.
Grandparents are Charles and Shirley Brown of Hardin and the
late Donald and Mary Murphy of St. Louis, Mo.
Great-grandparents are Harry and Virginia Brown of Hardin.

MS Foundation needs items
The Muscular Dystrophy Family Foundation® will accept dona-

Be a Hometown
Hero. Support
United Way.
If You Can Honestly
Say You Don't Feel
More Relaxed After A
Body Haven Premier
One Hour Massage
Then It's FREE!
Yes, we give you this
iron clad guarantee
because we believe that
you'll agree that our
three certified therapists
can give you the very
best massage 'available.
Plus, massage is our
only
business so
there's no waiting
behind spa or beauty shop
customers
To book your visit call toll
free at 800-505-0045 (local
767-0045) for Margret, Dean
or Sheila or visit at 121 North
Just past Lowes at Country
Square. Murray

BODY HAVEN k
'Power of Massage" "
P.S. Low S40.00 Hourly Rate Good
Thru Jan, 02
P.P.S. Prenatal Massage Available
P.P.P.S. Lock In The Low Rate With
A Gitt Certificate'

0
••

tions of unwanted vehicles anywhere in the United States. Donations of cars, trucks, vans and
motorcycles are sold with proceeds used to support MDFF programs, including purchasing wheelchairs.
Persons may qualify for a tax
deduction. For information call 1800-544-1213.

Theatres
1008 Chestnut St.
NO CHECKS
Matinees Dec. 21-Jan. 6

Kate & Leopold
PG13-1:20 - 3:50 - 7:15 - 9:45
Vanilla Sky
R - 9:20
Jimmy Neutron
G - 1:20 - 3:20 - 7:15
Ocean's 11
PG13 - 1:10 - 7:10
Not Another Teen Movie
R - 3:45 - 9:40
Lord of the Rings
PG13 - 1:30 - 7:30
Ali
R-100-400-700-955
Joe Somebody
PG. 1:25 - 3:40 - 7:25 - 9:35
The Majestic
PG - 1:05 - 4:00 - 7:00 - 9:55
• SCHEDULE GOOD DEC. 28-JAN. 3 ONLY •
. Program Information Call 753-3314.

Murray's Pier 1 will be
OPEN until 5 p.m. on
New Year's Eve

•
C?)

and OPEN
10-5 p.m. on
New Year's Day
111101
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UNIVERSITYPLAZA • CHESTNUTST.
MURRA K

Watch service at Bethany
Leah Nicole Mefford and Benjamin Wright

Mefford and Wright
wedding to be Feb. 2
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Mefford of Drakesboro and Mr. and Mrs. Ron
Wright of Murray announce the engagement and forthcoming marriage of their children, Leah Nicole Mefford and Benjamin (Ben) Jay
Wright.
Miss Mefford is the granddaughter of Noble and Tempis Fulcher
of Drakesboro, and C.W. and Margaret Mefford of Drakesboro.
Mr. Wright is the grandson of Sue Darnell and the late Ralph Darnell and Murial Wright and the late Ralph Wright, all of Murray.
The bride-elect is a 1996 graduate of Muhlenberg South High
School and a 2000 graduate of Owensboro Community College with
an associate of applied science degree in human services.
The groom-elect, a 1991 graduate of Calloway County High School,
received his bachelor of science degree in advertising with a minor
in marketing from Murray State University in 1996. He is employed
as assistant manager at Town & Country Motorsports, Murray.
The wedding will be Saturday, Feb. 2, 2002, at 2 p.m. at Greenville
United Methodist Church, Greenville.
All relatives and friends are invited to attend.

New exhibit to honor
George Rogers Clark
FRANKFORT, Ky - The Kentucky Historical Society, in concert with Louisville's Locust Grove
Historic Home Museum, will celebrate the life and lore of George
Rogers Clark, one of Kentucky's
most significant Revolutionary War
figures, with a display opening
Wednesday, Jan. 2, at the Kentucky History Center.
Clark has been largely overshadowed by other figures of the
Revolutionary period in America,
but his accomplishments and contributions to the founding of the
nation, and to the settlement of Kentucky, should not be underestimated. The display, which features
nine informational panels, reflects
his many achievements and significance.
By his mid-20s. Clark was a
confident frontiersman who was
instrumental in defeating the British
in the west, where his operations
helped secure the expansive Northwest Territory for the new United States. Beyond his superlative
skill at a soldier, he was also a
pioneer, surveyor, naturalist and scientist. Indian commissioner, and
explorer.
It was Clark who, during the
Revolutionary War, persuaded C
Virginia to declare Kentucky a
county of Virginia, giving it an identity, a government and supplies.

"Attention
Mommy's To Be"
Wouldn't It Be Great To
Get To Lay On Your
Stomach Again!
Now You
Can!

BODY HAVEN
Therapeutic Massage
is now equipped with a prenatal bed to give you the
best prenatal massage
Call Our Specialist Sheila
800-505-0045 or local 767-0045
For Details
Certain restrictions apply
Hwy. 121 N. Murray
Just Past Lowes
PS Baby Shower Gift Certificates
Also Available

He then convinced Virginia Gov.
Patrick Henry to send him with a
small army to areas north of the
Ohio River to capture British outposts there, reducing the Indian
threat for Kentucky settlements.
After the war. Clark settled in
the fast growing town he helped
settle, Louisville, where he was very
active in civic affairs. He served
on Indian commissions because of
his skills at negotiating with Native
Americans and after an injury,
moved into Locust Grove, an 18th
century Georgian mansion and
National Historic Landmark, with
his sister, Lucy Croghan and her
family.
The exhibit is a collaborative
project between Locust Grove and
the Kentucky Historical Society
for its Museums-To-Go program.
The exhibit will be displayed from
Jan. 2 to Jan. 28, 2002, in Commonwealth Hall at the Kentucky
History Center in Frankfort. The
exhibit will be available on loan
throughout the state beginning in
February.
The Kentucky Historical Society is an agency of the Education, arts & Humanities Cabinet.
with headquarters in the Kentucky
History Center in downtown Frankfort.

No Story Hours
Tuesday and
Wednesday
Calloway County Public Library
will not have Story Hours on
Tuesday and Wednesday, Jan. 1
and 2. The library will be closed
on Monday, Dec. 31, and Tuesday. Jan. I. For more information about children's activities at
the library, call Sandy Linn, youth
services librarian. at 753-2288.

Bethany Baptist Church at New Concord will have a watch night
service tonight (Monday), Dec. 31, at 8 p.m. Speakers will be the
Rev. Jimmy Oliver and the Rev. Rollie Stratton. The Rev. David Cunningham, pastor, invites the public to attend.

Memorial plans service
Memorial Baptist Church, 10th and Main Streets, Murray, will host
a New Year's Eve service tonight (Monday), Dec. 31, at 6 p.m. This
will be for all ages and will include food, games and fellowship.

Grace youth event planned
A New Year's Eve Lock-in for youth in grades 6 to 12 will be
tonight (Monday), Dec. 31, starting at 8 p.m. at Grace Baptist Church.
Featured will be food, fun and games. For more information call
Jason Carroll, minister of youth.

Locust Grove event planned
Locust Grove Baptist Church will have a New, Year's Eve party
tonight (Monday), Dec. 31, starting at 8 p.m. until after midnight. The
adults will meet in the fellowship hall and the youth will meet in the
Adult 1 classroom which will be set up with televisions, VCRs and
Intend° 64's. Each one is asked to bring finger food to share and
games to play.

Blood drive is today
A blood drive by the American Red Cross is today (Monday), Dec.
31, from 8 a.m. to 2 p.m. at the Parish Center of St. Leo Catholic
Church, North 12th and Payne Streets, Murray. Larry Doyle, chairman of blood drives for Calloway County Chapter of American Red
Cross, said blood is needed in the region. Volunteer blood donors
must be 17 years of age, weigh at least 110 pounds and not haVe
donated blood in the past 56 days.

Singles plan New Year's event
Singles Organizational Society (SOS) will have its annual New
Year's Eve Dance tonight (Monday), Dec. 31, from 8 p.m. to Tuesday, Jan. I, at 12:30 a.m. at the Creason building in the city park at
Benton. Gary Long will be the DJ. Admission will be $7 per person
which includes party hats and noise makers. Each one is asked to
bring a snack to share. This is open to all singles whether divorced,
widowed or never married. For information call Jackie at 1-270-2477754 or Barbara at 436-5032.

Watch service at Trinity
Trinity Christian Center, North 18th and Calloway, Murray, will
host a watch night service tonight (Monday), Dec. 31, starting at 9
p.m. The public is welcome to come and enjoy the fellowship and
pray with the group as the old year goes out and the new year comes
in, a church member said.

Watch service is tonight
Jenny Ridge Pentecostal Church will have its annual Watch service tonight (Monday), Dec. 31, starting at 7 p.m. at the church. The
public is invited to attend, a church member said.

Health Express lists stops
Health Express of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will offer
glaucoma screenings, blood pressure and pulse checks at its stops in
January. Wednesday stop will be at Murray Save-A-Lot from 8:30 to
11:30 a.m. and 12:30 to 3. p.m. Stops on Thursday will be at Senior
Citizen Center, Puryear, Tenn., from 8:30 to 11 a.m. and Wal-Mart at
Paris, Tenn., from 12:30 to 3 p.m.

Depression group will meet
Depression Group will meet Wednesday, Jan. 2, at 10:30 a.m. in
the private dining room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. For
information call Kathy Culbert RN at 489-2284 or Janie at 753-9015.

Faxon-Almo event Wednesday
Faxon-Almo Fellowship Breakfast will be Wednesday. Jan. 2, at 8
a.m. at Green Horse Restaurant, Highway 121 North, Murray. Music
will be presented by Joe and Dorothy Parker, Ralph Ragsdale,. Otis
Elkins and John Cavitt. This is for any person and spouse who ever
attended Faxon or Almo school. For information call Frank Brandon
at 753-8394.

Flu vaccine still available
The Purchase District Health Department still has a supply of flu
vaccine available at each of the area health centers in Calloway, Ballard, Carlisle, Fulton, Graves, Hickman and McCracken counties. Persons who would like to get a flu shot may call the center in their
county. Persons may call Calloway County Health Center at 753-3381.

HI-ENERGY WEIGHT CONTROL
Our Program guarantees 3 lbs. per week of weight loss'

-.7114

Remember...

GIRL SCOUT COOKIES
go on sale January

TACO JOHN'S
2 Crispy Tacos for
1415W. Main St.
(Next to Corvette Lanes)
Murray, KY
Fig
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HEALTH EXPRESS
WEDNESDAY,JAN.2
Murray
Save-A-Lot
8:30- 11:30 a.m.
12:30 - 3:00 p.m.
THURSDAY,JAN.3
Puryear, TN
Senior Citizen Center
8:30 11:00 a.m.
Paris, TN
Wal-Mart
12:30- 3:00 p.m.
TUESDAY,JAN.8
Lynnville
Bunons' Service Station
8:30- 11:30 a.m.
Lynn Grove
Crawfords' Service Station
1:00 - 3:00 p.m.
WEDNESDAY,JAN.9
Murray
Kroger
8:30- 11:30 a.m. •
12.30- 3:00 p.m.
THURSDAY,JAN. 10
Dover, TN
Uncle Joe's Servistar
9:00 - 11:30 a.m.
New Concord
Your Corner Store
1:00 - 3:00 p.m.
TUESDAY,JAN.15
Cadiz
First Baptist Church
9:00- 11:30 a.m.
Canton
Lakeview One Stop
1:00 - 3:00 p.m.

WEDNESDAY,JAN. 16
Murray
Center for Health
and Wellness
8:30- 11:30 a.m.
12:30- 3 p.m.

COUN

N AT10N AL BLOOD DONOR MONTH
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Start off 2002 by saving a life! January is National Blood Donor
The hospital's Health Express will

Month and Murray-Calloway County Hospital wants to thank all those

be offering glaucoma screenings, blood

who support the local blood supply through regular donations.
Blood is the one thing no one can make or replace in a laboratory; it

pressure and pulse checks at its stops

comes from people and it can't help others until it's given.
THURSDAY,JAN. 12

during January.

Water Valley
M&W Ceramic

What is the criteriafor blood donation?
Glaucoma, a disease of the optic

9:00- 11.30 a m.
Pilot Oak
Church of Christ
1:00- 3:00 p.m.

nerve caused by the eye's inability to
withstand increased inner pressure, is a

TUESDAY,JAN.22
Hazel
Bank of Hazel
10:00 am.- 12:00 p.m.
1:00 - 3:00 p.m.

leading cause of blindness in the U.S.

Where can you go to donate blood?
However, it is preventable.

Murray-Calloway County Hospital Blood Bank
• Located on the hospital's first floor
• Open from 8:00 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. Monday - Friday; one Saturday each month; and at
other times by request
• Call Beth Wiggins at(270)762-1119 to make an appointment

The following are some glaucoma
WEDNESDAY,JAN. 23
Murray
statistics:
First Methodist Church
-- Most types ofglaucoma do not have
10:00 a.m. - 12:00 p.m.
1:00- 3:00 p.m.
warning signs in early stages.
TUESDAY,JAN. 29
Murray
YMCA
8:30- 11:30 a.m.
12:30 - 3:00 p.m.

A blood donor must:
• Be at least 18 years of age (or 17 with a parent or guardian's signature)
• Be in good health
• Weigh at least 110 pounds
• Pass the physical and health history examinations given prior to donation

--A screening every two years is suggested
even ifthere is nofamily history of
glaucoma.
--If there isfamily history ofglaucoma, an
annual screening is suggested.
-- When detected early, glaucoma can be
treated easily with special eye drops.

What happens after donating blood?
• A number of tests are performed on each blood donation.
• Blood is stored in refrigeration for up to 35 days.
• Blood can be divided into several different components and used to help
those in need.
• First-time blood donors will be notified within four weeks of their blood
type. If a disease is detected in a donor's blood, the donor wil be notified
by a confidential letter.
• Donors need to wait eight weeks before donating again

These screenings are offered to

6

detect disease in its earliest stages when
so.swr,..„11

there are no symptoms of disease. If you
are experiencing symptoms, you should
see your physician.

Miracle Moments is pleased to offer the classes listed here as part of our Miracle Moments
Maternity Service. Pre-registration is required for all classes. For more information, to arrange
for a personalized tour of the Miracle Moments Maternity Unit or to pre-register for any
classes, call (270) 762-1425.
MURRAY - January Prepared Childbirth
MON.,JANUARY 7, 14, 21,& 28
7-9 p.m., Center for Health & Wellness
MURRAY - January Sibling Class
MON.,JANUARY 8
7-8 p.m., Center for Health & Wellness

COMMUNITY EVENTS
WHAT DO YOU HAVE TO LOSE?
Like many adults, you may be striving to reach or stay within your healthy weight range. Learn ways to
jump-start your weight loss by eating a healthful diet. Attend this 30 minute session to learn how to tip
the scales in your favor! Registered Dietitian Rebecca Wright, MS,RD,LD will be presenting the class
on Wednesday, January 10 at 11:30 a.m. at the Center for Health and Wellness classroom.

WINNING BY LOSINGTM
Start the new year off in the right direction! MCCH's Winning by LosingTm weight loss classes will
begin meeting in January. There will be two classes for you to choose from. The morning sessions
begin on January 17th from 10:00 - 11:00 a.m. and meet every Thursday at the same time. The night
sessions begin on January l5th from 5:00 - 6:00 p.m., and meet every Tuesday night at the same time.
For more information about the Winnng By Losing programs, please call Health Promotions
Coordinator Allison Lancaster at (270)762-1348. This program is taught by Registered Dietitian
Rebecca Wright, and Exercise Specialist Robert Weatherly. You must be at least 18 years of age to
participate and be at least 10 percent over your ideal body weight. * Note: There is a required quotafor
both classes in orderforshe sessions to begin.

COOPER CLAYTON SMOKING CESSATION
Is quitting smoking one of your resolutions for the upcoming new year? Check out our Cooper Clayton

Smoking Cessation classes that begin on January 17th at the Center for Health & Wellness. This
effective smoking cessation method, brought to you by the Center for Health & Wellness and the
Calloway County Health Department, addresses all aspects of smoking and utilizes nicotine gum or
nicotine patches. Classes will be held on 13 consecutive Thursdays starting at 5:30 p.m. To register
contact Health Promotions Coordinator Allison Lancaster at(270) 762-1348 or Jeri Miller with the
Health Department at(270) 753-3381.

DIABETES SELF-MANAGEMENT CLASSES
These classes are presented by the Center for Diabetes and create awareness on the latest diabetic
treatments and self-management techniques. For more information or to sign up for the classes, please
call: (270)762-1806 or 1-800-822-1840, ext.806
Thursday. January 10, and Friday. January II classes are being held at the Center for Health and
Wellness from 8 a.m. - 4:30 p.m. Classes are also being held on Thursday, February 21, and Friday.
February 22 at the Marshall County Cooperative Extension Offices from 8 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.

STICKING TO IT
The Center for Health and Wellness wants you to beat the odds and stick to your New Year's
Resolutions. A membership to the Center for Health and Wellness will provide personalized assessment
and Exercise prescription to meet your needs. Other services offered, such as Nutritional Counseling
and Massage Therapy, will assist you in making the much-needed lifestyle changes. For more
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ALZHEIMER'S DISEASE
SUPPORT

COMPASSIONATE
FRIENDS

Tuesday,January 8 & 22
4:30 pm • MCCH Board Room.
Guest speaker Carla On from
Morningside Assisted Living will
be presenting on January 8.
Contact Cindy Ragsdale for more
information at 270-762-1108.

Thursday,January 3 & 24
7:30 pm • MCCH Private Dining
Room #1.• Contact MCCH
Chaplain Ker-y Lambert at
270-762-1274, or Hilda Bennett
at 731-498-8324.

DEPRESSION
SUPPORT

ARTHRITIS
SUPPORT

Wednesday, January 2 & 16
10:30 am • MCCH Private
Dining Room. Contact Kathy
Culbert, RN, at 270-489-2284, or
Janie at 270-753-9015.

No meetings scheduled for
January. Contact Allison
Lancaster for more information
at 270-762-1348.

iatR.EAST CANCER
SUPPORT

FIBROMYALGIA
SUPPORT

Tuesday,January 22
6:30 pm • MCCH Private Dining
Room.• Guest speaker Tracy
DeFritas will be presenting on
prosthetics. Contact Evelyn
Wallis for more information at
270-489-2462.

No meetings scheduled for
January. Contact Marlane
Newell at 270-753-0043.
PARKINSON'S
SUPPORT
Tuesday,January 9
1:00 pm • Center for Health and
Wellness.
Tuesday,January 22
11:30 am • Big Apple Cafe
Contact Dixie Hopkins,
speech-language pathologist, at
270-762-1573.
ffr

BEREAVEMENT
SUPPORT
Wednesday,January 9
6:30 pm • MCCH Private Dining
Room #1. Contact MCCH
Chaplain Kerry Lambert at
270-762-1274.

•••••••ft.....E.ftwo
••••••••••••••swilftosir

MURRAY-CALLOWAY
COUNTY

information call (270)762-1348.

HOSPITAL

Takir2g healthairv new oices.
803 POPLAR STREET • MURRAY, KENTUCKY 42071 • 1-800-342-6224 • 270-762-1100

For a complete listing ot 1CCI Fs Community I
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Racers fall to SW
By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor
When the Murray State Racers look
hack on Saturday's showdown with regional ri% al Southern Illinois, there's no doubt
that shot selection will loom large as a
key in the game's final outcome.
The Racers (7-5) squandered a handful of scoring opportunities in the final
limutes
ith poor shot selection —
,ncluding an ill-advised 3-point attempt
ith six seconds left — during a 67-63
loss to the Salukis in a regionally-teleised game at the Regional Special Events
enter.
"We didn't play very well down the
.fretch. and (SW) did,- said Murray head
eoach Tevester Anderson. "You have to
them credit. Their game management was better than ours, and their
,ii:iturity %kits better.Despite a few crucial offensive misfake. and sonic defensive .lapses in the
atting minutes. the 'Racers were in position to at least tie the game as the final,
..cconds ticked off the RSEC scoreboard.
l'he table was set for MSU when
Saluki guard Kent Williams hit 1 -of-2
fp'c throw attempts with 14.2 seconds
'caving the score at 65-63 in favor
of MU.
the Racers grabbed the rebound as
Williams' second attempt missed its intended mark. But instead of using one of its
tv.o remaining timeouts, Murray elected
fo play through the final seconds with
the hall in the hands of leading scorer
lustin Burdine.
However, the senior guard's off-balance 3-point attempt bounced off the rim
and out of bounds to the Salukis. Williams,
a career 78-percent free throw shooter,
‘k as fouled with only 6.1 ticks remaining
proceeded . to hit the decisive
lice throws to close out the four-point
\ict()I-V.
"We weren't going to call a timeout
riOn there because I didn't want to give
a chance to set up their defense,Anderson explained. "What we wanted
In do was get the ball in Justin's hands
and have him go strong to the basket
and try to get a better shot. But he took
the off-balance jumper instead.

good defense against them. I didn't care
much about what we did on the offensive end, but the big thing was we had
to stop somebody" .
Fortunately for SIU, the game was
won with defense. The Salukis produced
an uncharacteristic performance offensively, shooting just 41 percent (25-of60) from the floor.
But perhaps the most telling offensive stat for SIU came at the foul line,
where the Salukis converted on just 11
of 28 attempts, which in part allowed
the Racers to stay close in the final minutes.
"It was unbelievable that we could shoot
that poorly from the free throw line and
still come out of here with a road win,"
Weber noted.
Defenses dominated in the first half
as neither squad shot above 39 percent
KEVIN PASCHEL
in the first 20 minutes of action. The
Rasers_ connected on. just 39.3 percent
Southern Illinois 67
(11-of-28) of their first-half shots while
RACERS 63 .
SIU produced only a 38.7 percent (12SOUTHERN ILLINOIS (10-2)
of-31)
effort.
Dearman 4-6 2-10 10, Hairston 3-5 0-0 7, Roberts
However, the Salukis managed to hold
7-10 3-8 17, Belcher 2-3 0-0 5, Williams 5-18 5-6
18. Brooks 3-11 0-0 7, Buie 1-1 0-2 2, Korn 0-6 a 33-29 edge at the halftime break with
1-2 1, Ward 0-0 0-0 0. Totals 25-60 11-28 67.
five straight points to end the half —
MURRAY STATE (7-5)
Whelcnel 1-7 2-4 5, Singleton 2-3 0-0 4, Hornig 2- answering a Kevin Paschel layup with a
6 2-3 6, Paschel 4-12 1-2 11, Victor 3-6 0-1 6, 3-pointer from Williams and a thunderHenderson 0-2 0-1 0, Burdine 9-20 6-7 29, Bedeau ous dunk by forward Jermaine Dearman.
1-3 0-0 2 Totals 22-59 11-18 63.
Southern Illinois (10-2) carried that
Halftime—SIU 33, MSU 29. 3-point goals—Ski 6-17
(Williams 3-7, Hairston 1-1, Belcher 1-2, Brooks 1- momentum into the second half, scoring
3, Korn 0-4). MSU 8-22 (Burdine 5-9, Paschel 2-6, on back-to-back baskets from Williams
Whelchel 1-6, Henderson 0-1). Fouled out—Single- and Stetson Hairston to take command
ton. Rebounds--SIU 46 (Brooks 10), MSU 39 (Singleton 10) Assists—SIU 18 (Belcher 5), MSU 12 at 37-29.
(Paschel 3. Singleton 3). Total fouls—SIU 18, MSU
But the Racers battled back on a pair
23 A--3,574.
of 3-pointers from Burdine and another
"Obviously, we didn't want to foul triple from Paschel to give MSU a 42Williams there at the end. That was a 41 lead at the 15:26 mark.
bonehead play on our part."
Murray managed to build as much as
SIU head coach Bruce Weber point- a six-point advantage (49-43), only to
ed to his team's defense of Burdine as see the Salukis reel off an 11-0 run to
a key throughout the contest.
reclaim the lead at 55-49 with 10 min"If you're (Murray), you have to go utes to go.
to Burdine at the end," Weber said of
The rest of the contest was a seesaw
the Racers' go-to man, who scored a battle. But the momentum and the game
game-high 29 points on 9-of-20 shoot- tilted in SIU's favor with some key mising. "He got into a groove toward the cues by the Racers, including a travelend of the game, but I thought we ing call on Hornig with 1:38 remaining
defended him pretty well. I thought Kent and MSU trailing just 62-61.
played pretty good against him.
"That call really hurt us," Anderson
"My main goal was for us to play said.

SCOTT NANNEY Ledger & Times photo

CHARGE...Murray State forward Antione Whelchel (34) bulls his way toward
the basket amid two Southern Illinois defenders in the Racers' 67-63 loss
to the Salukis Saturday at the Regional Special Events Center.

Lady Colonels defeat Murray in Classic final

MIKE OHSTROM/Ledger & Times photo

SQUEEZE PLAY...Murray High freshman Lisa Thurman (33)
tries to dribble through a trap set by Christian County's
Nannette Stiger (5) and Corkey Stiger in the Lady Tigers'
66-51 loss-to the Lady Colonels in Saturday's championship
game of the Shoney's inn Lady Tiger Classic.

Nobody Can Protect Your

AUTO
any better than we can!
Look to us for quality Auto Insurance Coverage, low rates,
attractive discounts and fast, fair claims service.
Call us today!

Haverstock ri!)
and
Suiter
211 S. 12th Street, Murray, Ky.
Var, Haverstock

753-3415

Lindy Suiter

By MIKE OHSTROM
Staff Writer
The Murray High Lady Tigers
call 6-1 senior center Paige Adlich
"Horse," and her averages of 16.4
points and 10-plus rebounds per
game carried MHS to a 9-1 start.
With Adlich absent from Saturday championship game of the
third annual Shoney's Inn Lady
Tiger Classic, senior forward Delanda Olive picked up the reins with
23 points and nine rebounds for
Murray.
However, an undefeated Christian County team loaded with thoroughbreds was able to hold off
the Lady Tigers for a wire-to-wire
66-51 win and end Murray's fivegame winning streak and two-year
reign in its home tournament.
The Lady Colonels (9-0)
avenged their runner-up finish in
the inaugural Lady Tiger. Classic
by outrebounding Murray 36-23,
scoring 20 points off 14 offensive
boards and 16 points off 12 MHS
turnovers and adding 14 more
points in transition to shoot 28of-44 from the field.
Corkey Stiger poured in 28
points while eighth-grader Arnika
Brown posted 18 points and 13
rebounds for Christian, which
received six points and 11 boards
from DeErica Jones and seven .
points and eight assists from
Shaleea Petty.
"They're a very talented basketball team," said Murray head
coach Rechelle Cadwell Turner of
the Lady Colonels. "They worked
hard all game, and we had trouble rebounding without Paige."
Adlich sat out Saturday's game
while awaiting an evaluation on
the bruised right knee she suffered in Friday's 54-42 semifinal
victory over Hopkins County Central. She was scheduled to have
an MR1 exam today.

Christian County 66
LADY TIGERS 51
Christian Co.
Murray

17 32 48 — 66
9 28 36 — 51
Christian (66) — Jones 6, Brown 18, Betts
2, Petty 7, C. Stoger 28, Sanchez 2, N.
Stiger 2, Thomas 1, Maxie, Dickerson,
Wangwright. FG: 28-44. 3-point FG: 2-4
(C. Stiger 1, Petty 1). FT: 8-20. Rebounds:
36. Record: 9-0.
Murray (51) — Olive 23, Tripp 10, Thurman 5, Sexton 9, Patterson 4, Volp, Faughn.
FG: 18-55. 3-point FG: 6-17 (Olive 3, Tripp
2). FT: 9-19. Rebounds: 23. Record: 9-2.

Ashley Tripp added 10 points
and four rebounds and Sherrie
Sexton notched nine points and
five boards for the Lady Tigers
(9-2), who trailed by four at halftime but finished 18-of-55 from
the floor as Tripp was shut out
in the second half.
"I think (Adlich) would've made
a 15- or 16-point difference because
Tripp had to play inside, and she's
their best 3-point shooter," said
Lady Colonel head coach Don Dillard of Murray. "I think they got
a little fatigued and we got some
crucial tips that could've gone either
way, but I can see how they beat
Marshall County."
After the first of Olive's three
3-pointers matched Stiger's trey
to open the contest, Christian turned
a 9-7 edge into a 17-9 lead at
the end of the first quarter.
Stiger's three-point play off a
steal and a putback of her own
.missed shot, followed by a Petty
3-pointer, created the early six-point
gap.
But the Lady Tigers regrouped
and scratched their way back within reach behind a I9-point second period. Olive had five points
in the frame, and after the l-ady
Colonels established a 30-18 mar
gin at the 3:27 mark, two Tripp
threes provided the bookends for
a 10-2 spurt.
Tripp's second triple, a calm-

S'T CIPEC/iiLc
1 Egg With Bacon or
Sausage, Biscuit & Gravy,
Toast & Coffee

2 Eggs With Bacon or
Sausage, Biscuit 8c Gravy,
Toast & Coffee

$2.65

$2.92

Rudy's Restaurant
On 'tin Square for Over 60 Years
Court Square • Murray • 753-1632
Firs: Mon.-Fri. 5 a.m.-2 p.m. • Fri. Nights 4 p.m. - 8 p.m.

the foul line, and Tripp tracked
down the loose-ball rebound on
the missed second charity.
However, Tripp's pass from her
Fulton City 48, Fulton County 32
knees to a teammate was intercepted
Championship
Christian County 66, Murray 51
by the streaking Stiger and taken
All-Tournament Team
the
other way for a layup.
Mindy Tharp, Fulton City
A Rita Sanchez stickback with
Chnsta Pate, Hancock County
1:34 left in the frame made it a
Ckala Humes, Spring Hill (Tenn.)
Angela Mullins, Hopkins Co. Central
48-36 score as the Lady Tigers
DeEnca Jones, Christian County
finished the stanza with eight points.
Corkey Stiger, Christian County
"That was definitely a momenArnika Brown, Christian County
'Paige Adlich, Murray
tum-buster for us," Cadwell'TurnSherrie Sexton, Murray
er said. "We waited for the ball
Ashley Tripp, Murray
and Stiger stepped in and got a
ly-fired 25-footer to beat the buzzer layup."
"Murray came back with that
after bringing the ball up the floor,
trimmed the Christian cushion to big three at the end of the half,
but we responded real well in the
32-28 at intermission.
Cadwell Turner credited the rally third quarter," noted Dillard, whose
squad was able to use its quickto Olive's efforts.
"I think Delanda showed what ness to get to the basket as Murshe's made of," said the Murray ray, down 12, was forced to spread
mentor. "She leads by example its defense.
A 10-2 run to open the fourth
because she always gives you
period, keyed by three baskets
everything she has."
Olive tacked on 15 second-half from Stiger, opened up a 58-38
points, but scoring was very hard advantage for the Lady Colonels
to come by otherwise for the Lady with 5:35 remaining.
After Olive stroked a long-range
Tigers, who made just 6-of-17
shots from behind the arc and got bomb 16 seconds later, the Chrisjust twp points from 11 offensive tian lead grew to 21 (63-42) on
Petty's free throw with 3:37 remainrebounds.
In the bonus with 2:13 left in ing.
"I feel we made a great run in
the third quarter while being whistled for just two fouls to that the third quarter, but we just got
point, Murray only sank 9-of-I9 beat by a good basketball team,"
Cadwell Turner said.
free throws.
The Lady Tigers return to action
That moment proved to be even
more critical thanks to a telling Friday when they visit Fourth District and crosstown archrival Calsequence of plays.
Murray trailed 44-35 before loway County at 6 p.m. at JefOlive hit her first attempt from frey Gymnasium.
SHONEY'S INN
LADY TIGER CLASSIC
Saturday's Scores
Consolation Final

Earnhardt's death
changes NASCAR
By The Associated Press
All year long at NASCAR races,
thousands of fans stood de4eg the
third lap and raised three fingers
to salute their lost hero.
Winning drivers ran slow victory laps while holding out three
fingers, or waving a black No. 3
flag in tribute.
The death of Dale Earnhardt in
the season-opening Daytona 500
shook the 53-year-old sport to its
very foundations. It also served
as a catalyst for a safety initiative that could affect its drivers

for decades to come.
The accident that killed "The
Intimidator" was voted The Associated Press Story of the Year in
sports by member newspapers and
broadcast outlets, beating Barry
Bonds' feat of breaking baseball's
single-season home run record.
Earnhardt's death received 31
first-place votes and 663 points
overall. Bonds' record got 10 firstplace votes and 479 points. The
sports world's reaction to the Sept.
11 terrorist attacks received 25
first-place votes and 461 points.
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Pitino not bothered
by Rupp reaction
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) - Rick Pitino returned over a program ruined by scandal and leading it
to his old Kentucky home Saturday and could only back to national prominence. He left after the 1996
laugh at the jeers and some of the hostile signs that 97 season to run the Boston Celtics. Tubby Smith
took over at Kentucky and immediately led it to a
mocked his switch to archrival Louisville.
He was less amused by Kentucky's 82-62 victo- national title.
ry over the Cardinals.
Pitino resigned from the NBA team in Januar)
On his first trip back to Rupp
after 3 1/2 unsuccessful seasons
NO. 6 Kentucky 82
Arena since taking over as coach
Two months later, he accepted the
Louisvfile 62
of Louisville, he was showered with I
Louisville job, vacated by Hall of
boos by Kentucky fans who once LOUISVILLE (9-2)
Fame coach Denny Crum.
Myles 1-5 0-2 2, Brown 4-10 1-2 9, N'Sirevered him.
"Their coach is still a Crum!"
"I didn't pay any attention to it," ma 4-6 0-0 8, Hurt 4-11 1-1 10, Gaines read another sign at the arena.
4-10 1-4 10. Northern 3-10 2-2 10, BenPitino said. "I get cheered in Free- der 2-3 0-0 4, Naydenov 1-1 0-0 2, White"Celtics Better off Since you
dom Hall, and that's all I can ask. head 2-9 0-0 4, O'Bannon 0-4 2-2 2, left," read another, highlighting the
I start getting booed in Freedom George 0-0 1-2 1. Totals 25-69 8-15 62. letters "CBS," the TV network broadKENTUCKY (5-2)
Hall, then I'm in trouble."
casting the game.
Prince 8-16 1-3 18, Camara 1-3 0-0 2,
Pitino spent most of the first half
Dressed in a black suit, sporting Hawkins 1-7 6-8 8, Fitch 3-9 3-3 10, Bogans
a red tie and nervously bouncing a 7-12 1-1 17, Carruth 3-5 0-0 8, Carrier 0- kneeling on a red towel or crouchbreath mint in his mouth, Pitino 1 0-0 0, Daniels 1-5 1-2 3, Chiles 0-2 0- ing in front of his bench, yelling
0 0, Hayes 2-4 1-2 5, Estill 5-5 0-0 10,
entered through the home team tun- Heissenbuttel 0-1 1-2 1. Totals 31-70 14- instructions.
Louisville trailed by only four at
nel - instead of the one leading 21 82.
to the visitors' dressing room. He Halftime-Kentucky 36, Louisville 32. 3- halftime, but the deeper, more talpoint goals--Louisville 4-19 (Northern 2-9,
ented Wildcats pulled 'away early
said he pulled the switch because Gaines
1-4, Hurl 1-5, Brown 0-1), Kenit offered a shorter walk to the tucky 6-25 (Carruth 2-3, Bogans 2-6, Prince in the second half.
1-2, Fitch 1-6, Hawkins 0-3, Carrier 0-1,
Cliff Hawkins' driving layup with
Louisville bench.
Chiles 0-2). Fouled out-None. 3:49 left gave Kentucky a 73-50
"I really wasn't thinking about Daniels 0-2,
Rebounds-Louisville 41 (Brown 9), Kentucky
it," he said. "I didn't time the walk." 46 (Prince 9). Assists-Louisville 7 (Brown, lead and triggered another roar and
Pitino- also said he ignored the Hurt, Gaines 2), Kentucky 17 (Hawkins 5). chants of "Tubby! Tubby!"
The crowd repeated the chant as
many handmade signs sprinkled Total fouls-Louisville 23, Kentucky 16. Athe final 90 seconds wound down.
among the capacity crowd of 24,330, 24,330.
Pitino never reacted, getting up from his crouch to
the fourth largest in the arena's history.
shake Smith's hand as the final buzzer sounded.
"Only Santa looks good in red," read one.
"It certainly makes you feel good to feel wantAnother attacked Pitino's wife, Joanne, who had
a reputation for not liking Lexington during their ed," said Smith, a former Pitino assistant at Kenyears here. The sign was spotted by their oldest tucky. "Our fans are the greatest in the country, and
I thought they handled today's situation with Coach
son, Michael, who attended the game.
"He said, and he was laughing hysterically, 'I Pitino coming in a classy way."
Before the game, C.M. Newton, the former Kenwish Mom -was here, because there was a sign out
there that said, 'We didn't like you either, Joanne," tucky athletic director who hired Pitino in the 1980s,
Pitino said. "That's the way you have to take it all, asked fans not to give the coach too hard a time
when he took the floor.
as a good-natured jest.
"I hope our people show class and show Rick
"Some of the comments, some people may think
were cruel, byt we laughed. That's what entertain- the kind of respect he deserves, because what Rick
ment and college basketball is all about. When I go did here to help us rebuild was just short of miraculous," Newton said. "It would hurt me, and I would
home, my house will not be haunted."
Pitino coached Kentucky from 1989-97, taking think it would hurt him."

Two NFL
playoff
berths
still open

LOOKING BACK...The Calloway County boys' golf team (above) finished eighth and the
Lady Lakers (below) sixth at the 2001 First Region Championships, with sophomore
Josh Burks representing the boys' squad at the state tournament. Laker team members are (front row, from left) Tyler Buckingham, Matt Butterworth, T.J. Hargrove, Matt
Irby, (back row) troy Lewis, John Lee Fisher, coach Johnny Hutching, captain Jeffrey
Boyle, coach Scott Sivills, Burks and Matthew Morris. Seated in front of Hutching and
Sivills (below) are girls' team ,members are Kaysin Hutching, Robyn Ryan, Whitney Hendon, Sabrina Ramsey, Jeiiiiiitingles and captain Amanda D'Angelo.

SCOREBOARD
Sponsored By:

Representing

Haverstock and Suiter
Insurance Agency Neff
Van Haverstock

Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better than tke can!
211 S. 12th St. • Murray, KY • 753-3415

NATIONAL FOOTBALL LEAGUE
By The Associated Press
AMERICAN CONFERENCE
NATIONAL CONFERENCE
The Seattle Seahawks are getEast
East
ting what they need to stay in
W
L
T
Pct.
W
I
T
Pct.
the NFL playoff race.
5
0
667
y-Philadelphia
10
5
0 .667
x-New England 10
x-Miami
10
5
0
667
N.Y. Giants
7
8
0 .467
The Seahawks got a 54-yard
600
Washington
7
8
0
N.Y. Jets
9
6
0
467
field goal by Rian Lindell as time Indianapolis
0
5
10
.333
Arizona
467
7
8
0
expired to beat the San Diego Buffalo
3
12
0
.200
Dallas
5
10
0 .333
Central
Central
Chargers 25-22 Sunday. Losses by
Po.
W
L
T
Pct.
Baltimore and the New York Jets
x-Chicago
3
12
3
0
800
12
0
y-Pittsburgh
.800
helped keep Seattle in contention
x-Green Bay
11
4
Baltimore
9
6
0
600
0
733
with those two teams for the last Cleveland
467
9
x-Tampa Bay
0
7
8
0
6
600
5
467
7
8
0
Minnesota
10
0
333
Tennessee
two NFL postseason spots.
Jacksonville
400
Detroit
1
14
0
067
6
9
0
Besides a win at home against Cincinnati
5
10
0
333
Kansas City, Seattle needs more
West
West
W
L
T
Pct.
T
Pct.
help next weekend - a loss by
10
5
0
667
y-St. Louis
13
2
O
867
the Jets at Oakland or a Balti- y-Oakland
8
7
0
x-San Francisco 11
4
O
733
Seattle
.533
more home win over Minnesota.
8
467
Denver
8
7
0 .533
Atlanta
7
O
The Ravens and Jets would
8
O
467
Kansas City
6
9
0
400
New Orleans
7
Carolina
1
14
O
067
5
11
0 .312
clinch playoff berths with victo- San Diego
playoff spot
ries or a Seattle loss. If there is a-clinched
y-clinched division
Sunday, Jan. 6
a three-way tie at 9-7, Baltimore Saturday's Game
Denver at Indianapolis. noon
Dallas at Detroit, noon
and Seattle would be in and the Tampa Bay 22, Baltimore 10
Sunday's Games
Arizona at Washington, noon
Jets would miss the postseason.
Buffalo 14, N.Y. Jets 9
Green Bay at N.Y. Giants, noon
Miami's 21-14 victory over Miami 21, Atlanta 14
Jacksonville at Chicago, noon
Atlanta clinched a playoff berth
Chicago 24, Detroit 0
Cleveland at Pittsburgh, noon
New England at Carolina, noon
for the Dolphins, eliminated the Arizona 30, Carolina 7
Dallas 27, San Francisco 21
Cincinnati at Tennessee, noon
Falcons and sealed a berth for Green
Bay 24, Minnesota 13
San Francisco at New Orleans. noon
Tampa Bay. The Dolphins and Cleveland 41, Tennessee 38
Atlanta at St Louis, 305 p.m.
Buffalo at Miami. 3:15 p.m_
New England are tied for the AFC Kansas City 30, Jacksonville 26
Kansas City at Seattle, 3:15 p.m.
East lead, with New England hold- St Louis 42, Indianapolis 17
Cincinnati 26, Pittsburgh 23, OT
N.Y. Jets at Oakland, 3:15 p.m.
ing the tiebreaker advantage going Philadelphia 24, N.Y. Giants 21
Philadelphia at Tampa Bay, 7:30 p.m.
into the final weekend.
Seattle 25, San Diego 22
OPEN: San Diego
Oakland also is 10-5 after los- Denver 23, Oakland 17
Washington 40, New Orleans 10
Monday, Jan. 7
ing 23-17 at Denver, but the Raiders OPEN:
New England
Minnesota at Baltimore. 8 p.m
can still clinch a first-round bye
with a victory over the Jets and
either a New England win or a
Miami loss. The Patriots play at
Carolina and the Dolphins play
host to Buffalo.
Ophthalmologist • Eye Care Specialist
Pittsburgh snapped a sevenMURRAY
MAYFIELD
game winning streak with a 261029 Medical Ctr. Circle
606 N. 12th St.
23 overtime loss at Cincinnati,
Jackson Purchase Medical Ctr
Behind Cracker Barrel
but Oakland's defeat gave the Steel753-6272
251-4545
ers home-field advantage throughOffice Hours By Appointment
out the AFC playoffs.
Most Insurances Accepted
All six NFC playoff spots are
set, with Tampa Bay and Philadelphia clinching the final two berths
on Sunday.
The Eagles beat the New York
Giants 24-21 to capture the NFC
East. Philadelphia and the Buccaneers meet on Sunday in a meaningless regular-season finale in
Tampa, Fla., and the Eagles will
host Tampa Bay in the first round.
Green Bay (11-4) and Chicago
(12-3) are both playoff bound, but
the Bears need a victory over
Reopen Friday, Jan. 11
Jacksonville or a Green Bay loss
to clinch the NFC Central and a
New Winter Hours Fri. & Sat. Open at 4 p.m.
first-round bye.
St. Louis (13-2) has clinched
'
s!
Come in and try our delicious buffet and our great steak
a first-round bye, but needs a vic15 min. from Murray on Hwy. 121 S.
tory over Atlanta or a Chicago
5 min. from Paris Landi.ig on Hwy.119
loss to clinch home-field advan731-232-6006 • 270-436-5566
tage throughout the NFC playoffs.
San Francisco (II -4) has the \Banquet Rooms Available For Birthdays & Anniversaries!
last remaining playoff berth.

100
DIGITAL CHANNELS

FREE
INSTALLATION

$9
A MONTH*

Johnny W. Williams, M.D.

1-800-272-9477

Want to bring great entertainment to your home for only $9 a
month'? Just purchase a state-of-the-art DISH Network satellite
system valued at $199 or more and subscribe to Americas Top 100
programming package. You'll get a credit on your bill for $21.99 per month for
12 months. At our current America's Top 100 price of $30.99, you'll pay only $9 a
month for over 100 all-digital, crystal-clear channels. Plus, with FREE Basic Professional
Installation (a $199 value) you'll save $462 and get the best programming ;n America

Beasley Antenna
& Satellite

Will Be Closed

500 N. 4th St.
Murray, KY 42071
(270)759-0901
1-877-455-0901 Toll Free

Sunday, Dec. 30 - Thursday, Jan. 10

1801 Bell Avenue
Paris, TN 38242
(731)642-4077
1-877-726-4077 Toll Free
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DR. GOTT
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT: Three years ago.
I was diagnosed with diabetes on the
basis of a fasting blood sugar of 117. I
have successfully followed a diet and
lost about 20 unwanted pounds. I take
no medication, and my sugars have
not exceeded 140. Now, however, I
have developed what my doctor calls
neuropathy in my legs that he attrib,
utes to high blood sugars. How can I
have this problem with such glucose
levels?
DEAR READER: This is, indeed, a
puzzle.
Neuropathy means nerve malfunction. I assume that you have developed numbness,tingling — even some
weakness - in your legs, indicating
that the nerves to your lower extremities are being somehow affected.
Judging from your brief description,
your blood sugar levels have been
consistently normal. (I take for granted that your 140 level was after eating.
If not, you need to tighten your glucose control.) Although diabetes is a
common cause of neuropathy, such a
complication is unusual in the presence of normal blood sugars.
Therefore, I believe that you have to
search for alternative explanations.
If I were you, I'd start with a neurologist. Such a specialist will examine
and test you to discover not only the

THAI'S CORNER
RESTAURANT
Celebrate The Holiday Season
with this Special Promotion
Buy one entree get another one

50% OFF every
fuesday & Saturday lunch
en. Monday & Thursday

50% OFF appetizers
'Lipp% flour 25% OFF beer
& w111C.n-0111 4:3(1 p.m.-7:00 p.m.
ek et-% dav excluding buffet day,
In & Sit from 7:30-9:30 p.m.
vi tfi
to taste front not spiel,
:,ero -pko toed and special menu
or kuls.

Buffet every Wed.& Sun.
We otter 10".. tor senior all day everyda‘ and 10% OFF for MSU students
for dinner only
il00% guarantee NO MSG USED IN FOOD).
Olympic Plaza (next to Gold Rush)
753-3328

2001

DEAR ABBY: I just finished
reading "Still Shaking's" letter to you
about drunk diving. I am a 20-yearold college student. I hope you will
print my letter as well, because
teens amil young adults can't hear
this enough: Don't drink and drive.
You are not invincible.
Although I'm ashamed to admit
`.4 it, I have been 8, passenger in a car
-extent of the neuropathy, but also its
with a drunk driver. Never again.
basis. For example, could you have a Sometimes it takes hearing à horror
herniated disc in your back that could story to make an impression on
contribute to your problem? You also young people, so here goes:
need a nerve conduction study, in my
My best childhood friend drove
opinion, to delineate the severity of home drunk from a party last Saturthe nerve damage, if any.
day night. She had a 17-year-old
passenger with her. My friend
If the neurologist is unable to shed
light on your diagrder, you will have to ,crashed into two utility poles three
return to square one: Careful monipr "blocks from her house. Her passening of your blood sugar levels, medica- ger was killed. At 20 years of age, my
tion as needed for your diabetes and
bright and funny friend is facing
— perhaps — medicine to reduce the charges of manslaughter drunk dridiscomfort in your legs.
ving. Worse, she must face the grief
To give you related information, I she has inflicted on the girl's family
and live with the guilt of killing her
am sending you a copy of my Health
friend long past any prison time she
Report "Diabetes Mellitus."
may serve.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I have had low
Please, to my peers: As that lucky
blood sugar for 25 years. About 10 girl, "Still Shaking," begged you
months ago, I came down with colitis, before, don't drive drunk, and don't
which gives me up to 12 loose bowel get into a car with a drunk driver.
movements a day. As if this isn't "Only one time" can kill you. "It's
enough for a 69-year-old, I am having just down the street" can kill you. Or
trouble keeping my blood sugar under worse,it may kill a friend.
control. I can't eat milk products or
SHOCKED AND SOBERED,
flour. I'm down to 78 pounds. Do you
AUSTIN,TEXAS
have a diet I could follow?
DEAR -READER: Before dealing
DEAR SHOCKED AND
with your symptom of diarrhea, I'd SOBERED: Your letter is timely
first want to establish the cause of it. because today is a holiday when
While you may have lactose intoler- even those who rarely drink are
ance (sensitivity to milk sugar)or celi- sometimes tempted or coerced
ac disease (sensitivity to the gluten in into "having a little nip" — and
flour), something else may be going maybe two or three — to welon. Sudden diarrhea and weight loss come the new year and toast the
in a 69-year-old suggests the possibili- passing of the last one. It's also
ty of intestinal inflammation that an occasion when people who
should itself be treated - or, at least, are not used to drinking tend to
binge. The result is intoxicated
diagnosed.
Hypoglycemia (low blood sugar), drivers on the road — a menace
which may be unrelated to your pre- to themselves and everyone
sent problem, should not cause signif- around them. I hope that this
icant symptoms unless you are mal- year, party-goers of every age
will pay attention to your
nourished, a distinct possibility.
driI recommend that you seek a con- important warning. Drunk
ving is not limited only to
sultation with a gastroenterologist,
who will test your stool and perform younger people.
an intestinal examination to define
DEAR ABBY: The story in your
what is wrong. Then the specialist can column about people having themadvise or treat you. A particular diet selves paged in a hotel lobby for
may be in order but, I suspect, you are recognition reminded me of the
more in need of a therapeutic pro- time I was a patient in our local
gram that would include medication.
hospital. I happened to be chairman of the board of trustees of the
Copyright 2901, Newspaper Enterprise Assn.
hospital as well.
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BESIDES,

YEAR WE
QUIT CARING
ABOUT THE
NUMBERS ON
THE SCALE!

LATE?
TOO LATE.

..._..LOOKING BACK

DEAR ABBY

uje ALREADY
• AACK!
DRANK COFFEE. LIQUID
IT'S TOO LATE
RETENTO GET AN
TION!
ACCURATE
"STARTING"
WEIGHT.

PLUS, DAD
MADE TOAST.
THERE ARE
TOAST AROMA
PARTICLES
ALL OVER US!

WHATEVER
THE SCALE
SAYS, WE
DEDUCT
THREE
POUNDS!

AND
ALREADY
"NEW YEAR
IS AN OVERSTATEMENT.

My room was in a normally quiet
wing of the post-surgical floor when I
became aware of the pages being
broadcast over the hospital intercom
system. One doctor in particular
seemed to be in great demand. When
I did a little investigating, I learned
that he had himself paged on an
ongoing basis — sometimes even
when he wasn't in the hospital — as
"free advertising."(He thought that
if people heard his name being
broadcast often, they would think he
must be a great doctor.)
Needless to say, the audio paging
was soon stopped. Now doctors are
paged only on their personal systems.
A READER IN PALM BEACH,FLA.

ru

bet the
DEAR READER:
patients are grateful for the
peace and quiet. When someone
is ill and trying to recover,incessant pages such as you have
described are about as welcome
as telemarketing calls while
you're taking your Saturday
night bath.
***

CONFIDENTIAL TO MY READERS: Farewell to 2001 — what a
year this has been! Let's all say a
prayer for world peace,for the health
and safety of President Bush and
Vice President Cheney, and for our
members of the military who are far
from their loved ones today. It takes
only a minute to send greetings to
our troops around the globe. Simply
e-mail them at www.OperationDearAbby.net and wish them Happy New
Year. And to all of you, a happy,
healthy and prosperous 2002.
***

Pauline Phillips and her daughter
Jeanne Phillips both share the pseudonym Abigail Van Buren. Write Dear Abby
at www.DearAbby.com or P.O. Boa 69440,
Los Angeles, CA 90069.

Ten years ago
Published is a picture of MurrayCalloway County Parks worker
Wayne Watkins working on dismantling one of the many exhibits
used during "Christmas in Park"
which concluded Dec. 29. This
year's event featured possibly the
largest number of exhibits ever. The
photo was by Staff Photographer
Mark Cooper.
Births reported include a girl to
Rodney and Pam Scott, Nov. 27; a
girl to Debbie and Ricky Steiner
and a boy to Donna and Robert
Newcomb, Dec. 22.
Twenty years ago
Kroger's plan to locate a plant
here - creating 1160 to 200 jobs was voted the most important local
news story of 1981 by the staff of
Murray Ledger & Times.
Calloway County High School
Lakers won 104 to 73 over Crittenden County at the Caldwell County
Invitational Basketball Tournament
at Princeton. High team scorers
were Keith Lovett for Calloway and
Turner Martin for Crittenden.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Loyd Hollingsworth,
Dec. 14.
Thirty years ago
Published is a -picture of Fannie
Mae Stubblefield being honored at a
reception on Dec. 30 by officials of
Calloway County courthouse. She
has resigned as deputy sheriff of
Calloway County. She has worked
in the courthouse for 10 years including being deputy sheriff for her
husband, Cohen Stubblefield, who
died July 23, 1970.
Owen Biltington, president of

CONTRACT BRIDGE

Famous Hand
West dealer.
Neither side vulnerable.
NORTH
+65
118 43
•AKQ 6
47 6 4 3
WEST
EAST
+93
AJ4
K J 76
'FAQ 1092
•J 10 5
•92
4A J 10 8
4Q 9 5
SOUTH
•K Q 1087 2
5
•8 7 4 3
4K 2
The bidding:
West
North East South
1+
Pass
Pass
1
2V
4V
2
4+
Opening lead — five of clubs.

partner's ace, and East returned
thejack ofclubs,won by South with
the king.Morehead entered dummy
with a diamond to the queen and
returned a trump. After East followed low,declarer—lackingX-ray
vision — won with the king.
It was at this stage that
Morehead made a rather peculiar
play. He led the five ofhearts! West
won with the nine and returned the
queen of clubs, ruffed by South.
Now Morehead played a diamond
to the king and led a trump from
dummy.East went up with the ace,
but that was the last trick for the
defense. Morehead lost only a
spade, a heart and a club, and so
made four spades.
Now let's suppose that South
had not made that strange heart
play at trick five. Let's say he had
made the "more normal" play of a
There are plays that seem to diamond to the kingin order to lead
make no sense at all when they another trump from dummy
are made, but which, when care- through East's A-J. In that case,
fully examined, turn out to be Morehead would have gone down
totally logical. Consider this deal, one against proper defense. East
played more than 50 years ago by goes up with the ace ofspades and
Albert II. Morehead, one of the leads a heart to West, and West
true giants in the early years of returns a diamond for East to ruff.
Morehead's heart play,specificontract bridge.
Morehead was South and got cally designed to cut later commuto four spades on the bidding nication between East and West,
shown. West led a low club to his prevented this from happening.
Tomorrow: Bid better, play better.
02001 King Features Syndicate Inc.
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$20.25
$40.50
$78.00

Local Mail
3 mo.
6 mo.
1 yr.

$25.00
$50.00
$85.00

Rest of KY/114

16 Radar screen
19 Gem
23 Mythical
archer
24 Fishtail
26 Leather
punches
27 Butte cousin
28 Trot or gallop
29 Joie de vivre
31 Strauss of
jeans
34 Muscular
spasm
35 Declines
37 Finish a
jacket
40 Like Sabin's
vaccine
43 Dutch export
45 Pitfalls
46 Principle
48 Diner on
"Alice"
51 Arrogant
person
52 Piglets'
mothers
53 Vikings' org.
54 A Gershwin
56 Compass pt.
59 French article
61 OR neighbor

(Puryear, Buchanan & Paris)
$65.00
3 mo.
6 mo.
$80.00
1 yr
$110.00

Other Mail Subscriptions
3 mo.
6 mo.
1 yr.

$70.00
$85.00
$130.00

Check
Visa

Money Order
M/C

Name
Street Address
City
State

Zip

Daytime Phone
Mail this coupon with payment

to:
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Or call

(270)753-1916
I.

4

NH AV

(Calloway, Graves & Marshall)

P.

7

M

Home Delivery

P SAT C
FIE
E EL
G LO R; I ;A
FEIGN

7 The Bruins
8 Crossbones
partner
9 Party supply
10 Sault — Marie
12 Banquet VIP
13 Complained

Subscribe to the 9

••• 4

3 mo.
6 mo.
1 yr.
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Foe member
Goofball
Brazil's cont
Brewer's
need
5 More unusual
6 You. to Juan

By The Associated Press
Today is Monday, Dec. 31, the
365th and final day of2001.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Dec. 31, 1879, Thomas Edison first publicly demonstrated his
electric incandescent light in Menlo
Park, N.J.
On this date:
In 1978, Taiwanese diplomats
struck their colors for the final time
from the embassy flagpole in
Washington, marking the end of
diplomatic relations with the
United States.
In 1985, singer Rick Nelson, 45,
and six other people were killed
when fire broke out aboard a DC-3
that was taking the group to a New
Year's Eve performance in Dallas.
In 1986, 97 people 'were killed
when fire broke out in the Dupont
Plaza Hotel in San Juan, Puerto
Rico. (Three hotel workers later
pleaded guilty to charges in connection with the blaze.)
In 1997, Michael Kennedy, the
39-year-old son of the late Sen.
Robert F. Kennedy, was killed in a
skiing accident on Aspen Mountain
in Colorado.
In 1998t Europe's leaders proclaimed a new era as 11 nations
merged currencies to create the
euro.
One year ago: The United States
finally agreed to sign a treaty creating the world's first permanent international war crimes tribunal,
joining most other countries of the
world. Former Sen. Alan Cranston
died in Los Altos, Calif., at age 86.
Flemenco dancer Jose Greco died
in Lancaster, Pa., at age 82.
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TODAY IN HISTORY

I.

remover
44 Window
cover
47 Doubtful
answer
49 Zeppo or
Chico
50 Double curve
53 Nefertiti's
river
55 Yogurt choice
57 Thumbs
down
58 Ruffles
60 Meeting
62 Expire, as a
policy
63 Not lge
64 Pumper's
pride

1 "Nova"
network
4 Attention
getter
6 Walrus teeth
11 Wandered
13 Pail
14 Lb fraction
15 Sponge
17 Racing sled
18 Egg — yung
20 And
21 Cartoonist
Capp
22 Scare silly
25 Go on the —
28 Backpacker's
stuff
30 Agreement
32 Not they
33 Rations
36 Resides
38 Corn Belt St
39 Rural
structure
41 Passport
companion
42 Stump

Murray Investors Inc., owner and
operator of Holiday Inn of Murray,
announced the start of construction
on the first phase of an extensive remodeling program of the facilities.
Mr. and Mrs. Milburn Holland
were married for 50 years Dec. 25.
Forty years ago
In games of Calloway County
High School Invitational Basketball
Tournament, Sedalia won over College High, Wingo over Murray
High, Calloway over Hickman
County, and Carlisle County over
South Marshall. High team scorers
were Eddie Page for Sedalia, Franklin Rogers for College High, Johnny
Waggoner for Wingo, John Hutson
for Murray High, Don Curd for Calloway, Overstreet for Hickman,
Bobby Terry for Carlisle and Mike
Miller for South.
Miss Beatrice Locke gave review
of the book, "The Night They
Burned the Mountain," at a meeting
of the New Concord Homemakers
Club at the home of Mrs. Charles
Stubbledield.
Fifty years ago
J.C. Hamilton, Paris, Tenn., who
died Dec. 29, is the fourth victim of
the car-truck collision that occurred
on Dec. 27 just south of Puryear,
Tenn. Other victims were Ann Williams, 16, Claude Hamilton, 45, and
Wright Petty,45.
Published is a picture of Pvt.
William Henry Hester, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Obie Hester of Kirksey,
who has been missing in action in
Korea since July 20, 1950.
Joan Bucy and Clifton E. Cowan
were married Nov. 20 in Corinth,
Miss.
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CLASSIFIED AD RATES

LIA

$7.00 Column Inch,60ci Discount 2nd Run,
40ci Discount 3rd Run.
(AU 3 Ads Must Run Within 6 Day Period
$2.50 per column inch extra for Tuesday (Shopping Guide)

150
155
160
165
180
190
195
200
210
220
260
270
280
285

010 Legal Notice
020 Notice
025 Personals
030 Financial
040 Roommate Wanted
050 Lost And Found
060 Help Wanted
070 Position Wanted
090 Domestic & Childcare
100 Business Opportunity
110 Electronics
120 Computers
130 Appliance Parts
140 Want To Buy

Articles For Sale
Appliances
Home Furnishings
Antiques
Lawn & Garden
Farm Equipment
Heavy Equipment
Sports Equipment

FOUND: Black Lab Re
triever, near Whitnell &
753-2767
Ave.
Story
(home) 767-2243 (work).
LOST Male. Black Lab
mix, white patch on chest,
green collar. Coldwater
area. 210-4846
LOST, 8 month old male
kitten, front claws declawed, mostly white with
striped tail, near Kirkwood
Dr and Glendale Reward
753-0010
THIS space is reserved
the day might come,
Your pet has strayed
can't find its way home.
Just give us a call, we'll
be glad to help,
Your loved one we'll
try to find,
'Cause we all have Furry
or Feathered Friends,
Here at the
Ledger & Times.

Call 753-1916
060
Help Wanted
ARE you really serious
about working from home
If so call 1-888-217-5277

The publisher maintains the right to reject or edit
any submitted matter

EXPERIENCED Secretary
with legal background.
P.O. Box 1040-D
Murray, Ky 42071
NEED Cash $S5
AVON SALES REPS
NEEDED
Full or part-time, detailed
training provided!
1-800-811-9487
ask for Betty
or e-mail
bvincent@avon.net
NURSERY worker needed
for local church in Murray.
Sunday a.m. /Wednesday
p.m. Send resume to P.O.
Box 1040-N, Murray, KY
42071
PART-TIME position for
LPN or Certified Medical
Assistant to work 5-6
hours per day. MondayThursday and some occasional Saturdays. Please
apply by resume only to:
Richard H. Crouch, M.D.
300 South 8th Street
Suite 301E
Murray KY 42071.
WANTED nursery attendant for Sunday service
Call First Presbyterian
Church 753-6460
WORK From Home
And Love It
888-520-7782
Livinglindependnt com
DRIVER TRAINEES
NEEDED NOW!
Need a great career?
Werner needs entry-level
truck drivers. No experience necessary Earn
$700+ per week plus benefits. No CDL? No Problem! CDL training is now
available in your area
1-800-242-7364.

Local Church Has Opening For

Part-Time Youth Director
if interested, job descriptions are
available at
111 North 5th Street, or
call 753-3824

I

ADJUSTMENTS
Advertisers are requested to check the first insertion of their ads
for any error Murray Ledger & Times will be responsible for only
one incorrect insertion Any error should be reported immediately
so corrections can be made
AD DEADLINES
Fri. 11 a.m.
Monday
Fri. 11 a.m.
Tuesday
Mon. 1 p.m.
Wednesday
Thursday
Tues. 1 p.m.
Friday
Wed. 1 p.m.
Saturday
Wed. 1 p.m.

090
Domestic Fe Cbitdcare

060
Help Wanted

help Wanted,

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177

$2.50extra for Shopper ,Tues Classifieds go into Shopping Guide, $254) extra for blind box ads

Firewood
Musical
Mobile Home Lots For Sale
Mobile Homes For Sale
Mobile Homes For Rent
Mobile Home Lots For Rent

060

Notice

$8.00 First Day - 20 words or less
Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: $.10 per word per day.

BOOKKEEPER
needed
for Marshall County organization. Duties include A/P.
AIR, payroll, reconciliation,
ect. Strong organizational
and communication skills
and positive attitude a
must. Must be self starter
and able to work independently. Send resume
to: Bookkeeper, 88 Moors
Road, Gilbertsville, Ky
42044.
DOWNSIZE? Control your
income date of the art tool.
training and support, PT
$500-$1,000, FT $2,000$6,000. Visit our website
Itwillwork4u corn
Free report
1-800-948-2932

RESPONSIBLE 15 yea
old will do babysitting afte
school and on weekends
Call 759-9215 Have references
WILL do Housecleaning
753-3802

41,11111111111

300
320
330
340
360
370
380
390
400
410
425
430
435
440

28R Rent to own 14x70
Coleman RE 759-4118

APPLIANCE PARTS

3BR. 2 bath. $300 per
month. 753-6012.
NICE 2br, Mobile home
No pets 753-9866

d

Ward Elkins

1

Computers
KELLERS
COMPUTER PLACE.
AMD comouters...$699.
Upgrades & Repairs
Internet Service.
On 121S.
436-5933.
9a.m.-7p.m.
Mon-Sat.
Visa/ Mastercard.

CHECK US
OUT ON
THE WEB!

140

Business Rentals

Classi fi e Is
270-753-1916

MDM COMPUTERS
A+ Certified Technician
On site service.
759.3556

Evergreen Rehabilitation, a national
provider of therapy services, currently has
the following positions available in
Clinton, Kentucky: full time Occupational
Certified
full
time
Therapist
or
Occupational Therapy Assistant, PRN
Physical Therapy Assistant, and Speech
Language Pathologist. Please fax resume to
877-331-5368 or e-mail resume to
therese@evergreenrehab.com.

Job Hunting?
The Help Wanted
Section Can Help.
Subscribe Now!

Want to Buy
APPX 1,500 sq. ft., good
location, heavy traffic.
Rent monthly or long term
lease.
500 N. 4th St. Murray, Ky
Call for more info.
Daytime 1-877-726-4077
after 5pm 901-644-3625.

ANTIQUES '
Old toys, advertising
items, antique furniture
and primitives.
We buy 1 or all!
Call 753-3633 ask
for Larry.

CASH paid for good. used
320
rifles, shotguns, & pistols.
Apartments For Rent
Benson Sporting Goods,
519 S. 12th, Murray.
1 bedroom apt Clean
WANTED: STANDING
Stove, refng., dishwasher
TIMBER. LARGE OR
and W/D. $325. No pets
SMALL ACREAGE
436-5268.
436-5700
1 OR 2br apts. near down436-5727
town Murray starting at
753-2533
$200/mo. 753-4109
1&2 bedroom Apts.
150
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
Articles
902 Northwood Dr
For Sale
Monday.
L.P. Gas Refills
Wednesday, Friday
Lowest prices in town.
Phone 759-4984
New 100lb L.P. gas cyl.
Equal Housing
$79.95
Opportunity
B&B Brokers
1BR Apartment, available
753-4389.
Dec. 1st. Close to campus
MACHINE quilting
No pets. 753-5980.
$31.50 reg size
1BR apt available, all apMurray Sewing Center
pliances furnished. Mur759-8400
Cal Realty. 753-4444
camcorder
OLD
time
1BR Apt. $225.
good
Works
wicase
Small pets okay.
Needs new battery $200
Coleman RE
759-4118
759-9215
ZENITH TV, Console mod- 1BR., nice quiet area.
el. $100 753-0324
753-8588.

Vernon's Pawn Shop
DELL & GATEWAY COMPUTERS

753-1916

Used 30 days
Retail $1,700

libGER &TIMES

$595

NOW

1001 Whitnell Ave.
Murray

WITH FREE PRINTER
Some computers starting at $100 & up

BUSINESS & SERVICE DIRECTORY

(27" Televisions

Si 50.00

1 Nintendo 64

s39.95

and up

For Rent
APT for rent, 3br, applian
ces furnished. C/H/A, nea
MSU $400. month. 759
4696
December
AVAILABLE
Clayton
Village
15th.
Apartments 2 bedroom,
C/H/A, garage, stove, refrigerator, dishwasher, garbage disposal, water, sewer, garbage pickup, lawn
care furnished. DECEMBER SPECIAL $475.00
was $495.00. Deposit &
references required. 731644-3080.
EXTRA nice 1br., 1 bath,
central gas H&A, appliances furnished, W&D. 1yr.
lease, 1 month deposit. No
oets. 753-2905.
1BR., Univer. Hgts. Stove,
refrig. W/D OW lease no
pets. $325/mo. M-f 8-5
753-4937.
2BR, 641 S. Clean, quiet,
private. C/H/A, laundry
hookup, no pets. References and deposit.
492-8634
2BR 1 1/2 bath, covered
parking, extremely nice
Coleman RE 759-4118
2BR , edge of town, washer & dryer $335
Coleman RE 759-4118
3 & 4br.apts avail Diuguid
Drive Coleman RE 7594118
3BR 2 bath Apt, downstairs $400 a month
489-2296
3br. house
1-2,br apts
efficiency
C/H/A. near MSU
753-1252 or 753-0606
4BR Townhouse
Special rate
Coleman RE
759-4118
NICE 2br duplex, appliances, good neighborhood.
No pets_ $375. per month
plus deposit $375. 7532967.
RED OAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Deposit
1BR From $280
2BR From $325
Call Today!
753-8668.
Southside Manor Apts
1, 2 & 3br apts
Section 8 housing
753-8221
EHO

New & Used

COUNTRY CHEVROLET

FUNERALS

-2-2

50%

Avoid inflationary cost.
Lock in price; single pay
or payment plan.
Set up Pre-Thana Trust

JEWELRY

104 W. 5th Street
BENTON, KY 42025-0605

Dallas Willoughby
Pre-Arrangement Specialist

270-753-2411

J.H. Churchill Funeral Home
201 S. 3rd • Murray, KY 42071
Terry Isaacs/Karen Isaacs, Owners

Commercial Waste
Disposal
Ad Types of Refuse Service
1-1300585•6033

INSURANCE
Lou V. McGary
Does Your Policy Pay 1009 of
the Deductibles?
MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT
You are responsible for the deductible that
Medicare does not pay. $768 on Part A; $100 on
Part B. Call me for more information.

OFF
up to
}
.
9C'c NeA 100 Track-in

Come see Gary Key
for MI your new
used vehicle needs.

VCR

877-280-7970

Bus. Phone (270)527-8671

411=e
304 Main St.. Murray, KY 42071
(270)753-1300 • Toll Free 1-888-367-6757

PLACE YOU AD HERE:
for as little as

713 SOUTH 12TH • MURRAY • 753-7113

2,3, or 4br, Central gas
H/A Excellent location
Coleman RE 759-4118
LARGE brick 3br, 2 bath
C/H/A, excellent location
Coleman RE 759-4118

166

113 Week Contract)

linli

USED
APPLIANCES

EQUAL HOUSING
OPPORTUNITY

Ward-Elkins
On the Square
753-1713
210

Also
FIREWOOD
service 436-2562

Just say charge it!
VISA

309 Woodlawn Rent or
Rent with option to buy.
3br, 2 bath, C/H/A, $495. a
month plus security 4742520.
3BR house with refrigerator & stove. In Kirksey
area. 1 year lease and deposit required 5450 per
month. 753-5323 ask for
Keith or Joanna or 7590293.
3BR, 2 bath, newer home.
$700 month plus deposit
Call Renee 753-1651
3BR
house in town
Stove, refrig , W/D, lease,
no pets $495/mo. M-F 8-5
753-4937
3BR., 1 1/2bath, stove,
dishwasher, refrigerator,
C/H/A. in Kirksey 4892940 or 489-2280
3BR., 2 bath, close to
town, gas heat. $500/mo +
deposit. Ph. 436-5642
EAST of Murray, 94E &
1346 area Cute 1br, $295
per/ month plus security
474-2520
Storage Rentals

EASTSIDE
EQD"

STORAGE
119 Main • 753-6266
CREEKVIEW STORAGE$20-S40. On Center Drive.
Behind Tom's Grille
759-4081.
NORTH WOOD
storage
presently has units available 753-2905 or 7537536
PREMIER MINISTORAGE
*Inside climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
•Safe & clean
•We sell boxes'
•We rent U-Hauls
•Heated Boat &
RV Storage
753-9600

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage
All Size Units
Available

tree

270
Mobile Homes For Sete
16X80 Classic mobile
home 3br and 2 bathrooms Excellent condition
Call 753-4847 after 5pm
HM & Sons Mobile Home
Mover 20yrs experience
Licensed & insured in Kentucky, Tennessee & Illinois 437-3939

We Do Business in Accordance With The
Federal Fair Housing Law
iThe Fair Housing Amendments Act of 1988)
It is Illegal to Discriminate Against Any
Person Because of Race, Color, Religion,
Sex, Handicap, Familial Status, or
National Origin
•In the sale or rental of
housing or residential lots

•In the provision of real
estate brokerage services

•In advertising the sale or
rental of housing

•In the appraisal of
housing

•In the financing of

•Blm:kbusting is also
illegal

housing

Anyone who !eels he or she
has been discriminated
against may file a complaint
of housing discrimination:
1-800-424-8590(Toll Free i
1-800-424-8529(TDDI

US. Department of
Housing and Urban
Development Assistant
Secretary for Fair
Housing and Equal
Opportunity
%Nashington. D.C. 20410

460
Homes For Sale
3BR, 1ba, C/H/A fenced
in backyard with deck Recently remodeled New appliances in 98 704 Fairlane Dr $76,100
559-7946
3BR. 2 bath, Brick home,
completely remodeled in
2000 New carpet, inlaid,
cooktop, oven, microwave,
cabinet tops, paper and
paint, in quiet subdivision
on 1 1/2 acre lot
753-0621
Used Cars
•1987 Chrysler Lebaron
$150
*1987 Chrysler Conquest
TS' needs motor work,
$800
•1989 GMC Jimmy Gypsy
Edition 4X4, 4.3 needs
front cap, minus fenders
Call 270-559-8063.
1994 Ford Explorer LTD
100,xxx mi moon-roof,
good condition $6500 obo
Call 492-8158 or 519-4553
after 4pm
1999 Mercury Mystique
39,800 miles. Fully, automatic Sell for owe on
lean, $8292. Call 7533627
84 Mercedes 300, SD, garage kept, 2nd owner, fully
loaded, mint condition, diesel 25-30 mpg, great fuel
economy $3,800
270-210-4911
or evening 270-759-9356
95
Camaro,
79.xxx.
$5,900. 437-4432
MAZDA 626 LX Sedan
1994. 108,xxx mileages,
power steering, A/C, Automatic. air bag. $5.200.
270-753-3252.
PRICE Buster's II
New car man in town
Come to where prices are
Office 759-0001
born
Nights 727-0169 705 S
12th Street Across from
Sirloin Stockade open
Mon -Sat 9-5
Used Trucks
1996 Chev S-10 LS. 4 cyl.,
auto. A/C 80,xxx. $5,500.
753-4342.

2000 Dodge Ram 4x4
Quad cab_ Loaded. black
‘isP black leather. 38,xxx
miles. heated seats. power
Pets & &manes
everything,
Hydrotech
power module, chrome
AKC Registered German headers w'stainless dual
Shepard puppies 759- exhaust. Westin step bars,
8757
K&N filter. Much more.
DOG Obedience
270-435-4632 or 559Master Trainer
8510
436-2858

753-3853

Services Offered
Real Estate
HALEY Professional
Appraising
270-759-4218
"For What Ifs Worth'
440

Large Selection

Firewood

$6.00 per week.

Call Tammy or Brenda at 753-1916
and place your ad today!

Reasonable Otter Retusedi

2 br House
Near hospital
753-4109

Appliances

,,.. AL.
formal Wear Ialori.JA'a
1.-iii All Special Occasions

FREE HELP IN CLAIM FILING FOR MY CLIENTS
753-7880 • 8 a.m.-8 p.m.

and up

Monday-Saturday 930-7 30 • Sunday 1-6

,,.
Ip\.

Houses For Rent

Guns &
Knives on
Special}

'24.95

All Other Merchandise On Sale, No

Suburbans• Astro Vans
Pickups •Bloii r
• CheNy Vir, • 'ports in'. • Step-Vans
CHEVROLET • OLDSMOBILE PONTIAC • BUICK • CMC

Lots For Rent
Farms For Sale
Acreage
Homes For Sale
Motorcycles & ATV's
480 Auto Parts
485 Sport Utility Vehicles
490 Used Cars
495 Vans
500 Used Trucks
510 Campers
520 Boats & Motors
530 Services Offered
560 Free Column

Mobile Homes For Rent

Appliance Parts

Court Square • Murray

I ledger &limes

445
450
455
460
470

Business Rentals
Apartments For Rent
Rooms For Rent
Houses For Rent
Storage Rentals
Commercial Property
Pets & Supplies
Livestock & Supplies
Yard Sales
Public Sale
Land For Rent or Lease
Real Estate
Lake Property
Lots For Sale

Lots For Sale

A affordable hauling, junk
clean up. tree work, gutter
cleaning 436-5141

WE SERVICE
All Major Appliances
- and Most Major Brands

Ward-Elkins

LOTS for sale Starting at
$11,000 Price includes On The Square • Murray
water. septic & driveway
(270) 753-1713
Also land home packages
270-437-4838
A-1 AFFORDABLE all
460
around hauling, tree work,
Homes For Sale
cleaning out sheds gutter,
junk clean-up 436-2867
•

YOU SHOW US:
*Average credit (not perfect)• Steady income history
WE SHOW YOU:
•10051 loan, no money down • Flexible, forgiving program
*Excellent fixed rate - 30 yr

Global Mortgage Link
Puckett • Pat Butler • Jacquelyn Watson
753-7407 • Ill N. 12th St. Suite B

Gem
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$30
Services Offered

Semites Offered
A time to take care of your
home Affordable work
done to perfrtion building, remodelinb, additions.
porches, decks, roofing,
siding. concrete, fences,
furniture design, and restoration. Free Estimates
753-4380.
A-1 Tree Service
Stump Removal
492-8737,
437-3044.
Free Estimates
AAA CUSTOM BUILT
Decks, Home Additions,
Remodeling, Vinyl Siding,
Garages, Pole Barns, Metal Buildings, Fencing.
Quality Workmanship.
Licensed
753-7860. 753-1194.
AFFORDABLEflectric
t *Commercial,
•Residential
*Remodel
•Free Estimates
"Quality don't cost it pays"
Dave Myers 759-2488
AHART & Culver
Septic Installation.
Also top soil and gravel.
437-4838 or (270)5594986.
ALL Carpentry Service
From Foundation to
Finish
18Yrs experience
New Construction*
Remodeling* Repairs*
Concrete Work
AGC Certified
435-4272.
ALL Carpentry,
Electrical.
New Const. Horne & Mobile Home repair, Termite
& Water Damage, Replacement Windows. Vinyl
Siding, Painting, Decks
Call Larry Nimmo.
753-9372, 753-0353.
BACKHOE & TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system. gravel,
white rock.
436-2113.
CARPORTS Starting at
$675. installed. Roy Hill
(270)436-2113.
COMPLETE LAWN CARE
OF MURRAY
*Lawn Maintenance
*Leaf Pick-up
•Bed mulching
270-753-6772
DECKS, Roofing, Vinyl
Siding Quality Work Free
Estimates Over 25 Year.,
Experience Gerald 'Na]
ters 753-2592

[

11121
Services Offered

Services Offered

NEED A CAR?
Divorce? • Bad Credit? • Bankruptcies?
GET A CAR YOU WANT & CREDIT YOU DESERVE
BY CALLING THE AUTO LOAN PHONE
DEF

FREE!

3
MNO
6

Totally

Confidential

4

Roofing Metal

David's Cleaning
Services

We now manufacture. Buy direct.

Order before 11 a.m. &
pick up same day.

We Specialize in Gleaning

Call Ruthie or Dennis

753-2222
24 Hrs. 1-800-992-7334

LAKE LAND PAINTING SPECIALIST,INC,
INTERIOR & EXTERIOR PAINTING
RESIDENI 111.. COMMERCIAL & INDUSTRIAL
;41 , Ltr./iii i/Vorkmanshi:p
.
\

fl INHES
;L1\TS
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5,000+ sq. ft. of 29'& 26 gauge
in stock.

*Vinyl Siding & Fencing *Mobile Homes
•Brick •All External Cleaning
*Acid Cleaning Available
•We Use Hot Water *Parking Lots & Driveways
David Borders
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Do You Need Furniture and Bedding?
A Bigger Selection -A Better Price?
Be Sure To Shop- Before You Buy'

Wiggins Furniture
2 miles North of Murray on 641 4-Lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)
Open Mon.-Fri. 9-5 • Sat. 9-4

Parker Ford
Lincoln-Mercury
Body Shop

Request Us If Possible.
NIGHTS:
753-6191 • 753-1833
436-8219

M & T Painting
Now scheduling winter work.
Immediate openings for
interior/exterior painting.
Please call Paulfor
free estimate at

270-759-4979

David's Home Improvement
Replace rotten or water damaged floors
•Install braces & floors joists under houses
far sagging or weak floors.
•Replace or repair water and drain lines.
Us!all moisture barriers. •' We Do .411 Kinds of Remodeling

24 Hr Service

Tree Trimming
Cleanup Service

Hedge Trimming Full Line of
Equipmenl Tree & Stump
RernotTil

Horoscopes
BY JACQUELINE BIGAR
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Tuesday, Jan. 1,
2002:
Extremes mark relationships and partnerships in general. You often differ about
finances and what feels appropriate.
Learn to discuss touchy issues without
the War of the Roses breaking out.
Diplomacy works wonders in your business and personal life. If single, you
might be quite intrigued by someone you
meet in your daily life. It's your call what
happens here. If attached, stay calm
when facing differences. Realize just
how much you care about each other. Are
the arguments worth it? LEO helps you
make money.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll
Have:
5-Dynamic;
4-Positive;
3-Average; 2-So-so; 1-Difficult

731-247-5422

Unique gifts 3or Everyone!

LICENSED & INSURED Free Estimates

Wiggins Furniture Since 1958
Where Quality Doesn't Carry A High Price

ARIES (March 21-April 19)
*
*** Deal with pandemonium.
FENCING
Others might not be as sure of themMidway Fence All types
selves as they would like to be. Speak
Complete services
your mind clearly to a child or loved one
David Gallimore, Owner
Reasonable prices
who needs to hear your opinion. Give
Free Estimate Insured
Will Do Insurance Wark
some thought to a seminar or workshop
Dicke Farley. 759-1519.
you want to enroll in. Tonight: Catch up
FUTRELL S Tree Service
on others' news.
Trimming removal stump
grinding, firewood InsurTAURUS (April 20-May 20)
ROY HOLLAND'S
LEE'S
ed 489-2839
**** You might have a difficult time
AUTO REPAIR
CARPET
HAULING
Al! Types of Auto Repairs regrouping after the wildness of this New
CLEANING
Cleaning out garages
Year's celebration. Stay close to home,
306 Industrial Road
*Carpets *Furniture
sheds, carport atics
relaxing. Don't allow someone to urge
Monday-Saturday
*Emergency water
and storage
7 30am-5pm
you out the door. Nestle in where you are
removal
753-2555
753-0520
most content. Instincts lead you concern*Free Estimates.
Luke Lamb
ing a money matter. Tonight: At home.
SURE
WAY
*Wrinkle Repair
J &D Motors
GEMINI(May 2I-June 20)
TREE SERVICE
oanck Drying
For most of your car
*** Revise your thinking involving a
Stump Removal
needs We also rebuild
753-5827.
dear fnend or loved one. Perhaps you
Insured with full line of
transmissions too Call for
equipment
have been a little hard on this person.
MOVING
Appt. 753-6988
Free estimates
Someone
goes out of his or her way to
Lamb
Brothers
203 S. Cherry Street
753-5484
help you. Clear your vision of opinions,
Cross Country Or Local
JOHNNY WILLIAMS
and you might be delighted by what you
Licensed & Insured Call
PAINTING
see. Tonight: Catch up on others' news.
Luke Lamb At
•For all residential and
Free Column
CANCER (June 2I-July 22)
1-800-611-6854
small commercial
**
* You could be hard on yourself, as
270-753-2555
painting needs
NEED Home! Free!
well as others. Why not lighten up on the
ROOF LEAKING?
•36 years experience
5 abandon puppies looking
self-criticism and see if you start feeling
Call a professional
*Interior & Exterior -4,4
for a loving home. Have
better? Your sense of humor returns once
Residential Commercial
•Custom spraying for
1st shots & worming. Apor Industrial
lawn/patio furniture
proximately 12 weeks old. you mellow out some. Ask yourself how
Louver doors shutters
270-435-4645
much exhaustion is playing into your
Call evenings 759-4451
•No lob too small
decision-making process. Tonight: Treat
•Free estimates
someone.
L_,A SSII=I L, LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
Please call 753-8858
***** You're all smiles once you
catch up on your sleep. Make time for a
"very serious" friend who wants and
•
demands your feedback. Your ability to
find creative answers to problems bails
out yet another friend. You have reason
to smile ear to ear. Tonight: Beam all you
want.

For your convenience
The Murray Ledger & Times
accepts
Visa and Master Card

1-800-821-6907

Free Delivery - 270-753-4566

24 HR. WRECKER SERVICE
Will make FREE estimates for your
insurance company.

A,---"-',1-Lamb Brothers
53' Tree Service

Cash. Visa, Mastercard, also 12-24-36 month financing

Has,

DAYS:
753-5273

Free Estimates - 10 Years Experience

489-2366 or Cell 339-7 16

Call Metal Mall
1-800-909-9064 • 270-247-8844

Phone (270) 759-4734

OMPt TEkIZED ESTIMATES 11 111 1‘51. k ANA ED.OMER:JEN °SUVA

fik. I C.It

• Chimney Flashing • Re-Roof
• New Construction • Flat Roofs
_._._._._._._._._.-._._._._._._
"One Shingle or Whole Roof'

#1 & #2 available in most colors

270-753-6895

,1

SMITH
ROOF REPAIR
Specializing in Roof Repairs

Do you have a C.D.
or I.R.A. maturing?

5.00%

VIRGO(Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
*** Stand back and gain perspective.
Your ability to realize what you want and
go for it makes you a great adviser and
confidant. Someone shares much of his
or her feelings. Your suggestions will be
appreciated. You might need to revamp
your plans. Tonight: Take it easy.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
***** Where your friends are is
where you need to be! Don't push quite
so hard; stay on track when dealing with
friends who might be less upbeat than
you. Make an effort to reach out to someone. Speak your mind as strongly as you
need to. Tonight: Someone's opinion
does count.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
***** Spend this day with a special
friend who means a lot to you. Consider
what it is that will make you happy,
though you might not want to handle a
difficult conversation. Indulge someone,
but also know when you need to say
"enough is enough." Tonight: Redefine a
relationship.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
.***** Work on a key relationship,
even if that person behaves in a contrary
or difficult manner. If you feel it is more
important to stay close to the hearth, feel
free to reverse your plans or cancel an
outing. Good news travels over the airways. Make that call. Tonight: Share a
favorite piece of music.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
*** Spend quality time with a partner
or close loved one. Don't let recent pressure and/or expectations cause a problem
with this important relationship. Slow
down and take your time. Give up rushing-at least for a day! Sharing flows.
Tonight: Don't read into someone's
words. Ask.
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** Others ask you to join them.
You really have many choices, but do
what most suits your fancy. Schedule

some sharing time with a loved one or
child whom you adore. Your sense of
humor clears out a problem before it
actually becomes one. Tonight: Follow
someone's loving suggestion.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
*** Express interest in cleaning up
and starting the new year in a more
organized fashion. You could be unusually tired and exhausted, and/or a family
member drains your energy. Think about
an up-and-coming workweek. Tonight:
Put your feet up.
BORN TODAY
American_ patriot Paul Revere (1735),
American seamstress Betsy Ross (1752),
FBI director J. Edgar Hoover(1895)

BY JACQUELINE BIGAR
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Wednesday.
Jan. 2, 2002:
You pull the wild card financially this
year. If you feel like you have a lucky
hunch, then play it out, as long as a loss
won't ultimately do damage. The wild
card will take you on the utmost rollercoaster ride. The key to achieving your
goals will be to detach and find those
who have specialties you need. If-you are
single, a relationship that has depth will
enter your life. You could become more
possessive of this person-whether you
mean to or not. If you are attached,invigorate your life together by planning a
special trip. VIRGO reaches out for you.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
*** Listen, but try not to react when
others give you feedback. Your perspective changes as a result. Focus on what is
going on with a friend who might be
quite uptight. Don't get distracted by his
or her story, but listen to this person's
emotions. Tonight: Do whatever makes
you happy.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** You might have a difficult time
settling in. Children, loved ones and

friends still prove to be major distractions. Carefully review a decision that
involves your work. How much longer
can you keep putting off the inevitable?
Tonight: Get extra sleep.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** Take the lead with an older rel-

The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll ative or work-related matter. Someone
Have:
5-Dynamic;
4-Positive; might react strongly, as you could be
3-Average; 2-So-so; 1-Difficult
quite distracted. This person easily
becomes used to your attention. Don't
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
back away from commitments and
**** Follow someone's lead. You responsibilities. Tonight: Find your pals.
gain creatively or emotionally, depend- SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
Mg on what area of your life you wish to ***** Surprises have become comfocus on. Make time for a child. All the monplace in your life, yet an event or
presents don't make up.for your time and conversation bolts you from the blue
attention. Start reorganizing your work right now. Be imaginative and creative
and errands. Tonight: Get extra sleep.
when handling an important matter.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
Think in terms of spontaneity. Slow
*** Deal with pressures, understand- down at work. A family member needs
ing that someone has tried very, hard to attention. Tonight: In the limelight.
keep you clear of his or her problems. CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
Nevertheless, you have very little choice ***** Carefully review a matter
but to dig in and handle a hot issue. Use that impacts your finances. You could be
your imaginative qualities and help
set back by someone's reaction. You
everyone relax. The right action pays off. need to pull in your finances and spend
Tonight: Party as if there were no tomor- less.
Someone might have ideas as to
row.
how to spend your money. Know when
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
to say "no." Do some research on the
**** Speak your mind, and others
Net. Tonight: Off to the movies.
react. Sometimes you cannot predict
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
someone
will
do
or
say,
but
on
the
what
**** As usual, you jolt others. You
other hand, you need to remain clear and
might cause yourself a problem as a
work
and
errands
on
your
direct. Handle
result of your unpredictability. Review a
own. Later on, retreat to your office or problem with some perspective. You
home. Tonight: Happy at home.
might need to ask a partner to chip in and
CANCER(June 21-July 22)
help. Listen to this person's opinions.
**** Financial wheeling and dealing
Work as a team. Tonight: Follow somecould backfire. Stay anchored and direct
one's lead.
with those around you. Give up playing
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
games, and you'll get strong, positive **** Pace yourself. You have a lot of
reactions. If need be, ask for help. ground to cover. Think in terms of
Someone listens with intensity and car- growth and a change of pace. Organize
ing to your feedback. Tonight: At a yourself with the help of some new techfavorite spot.
nology or a new computer. Demonstrate
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
your efficiency and help others who
*** Others respond far more strongly work with you. You accomplish a lot.
than you had intended. Be concerned Tonight: Where the crowds are!
with someone who sometimes holds
back but now-explosively reads! Stay BORN TODAY
calm, cool and collected, and you'll get Author and scientist Isaac Asimov
positive responses. Express your caring (1920), TV evangelist Jim Bakker
in an easy, effective manner. Tonight: (1939), actress ha Carrere (1967)
Your treat.
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fr), Light ci Fire tincler Your
RtiVilneSS This Winter!

(December,2001)

Rare Treasures
9" S. I 2th • Bel-Air Shopping Center
Hrs: Monday-Friday 9-5

(Mr. Postman) 753-s4(x)

Dr. Gary Gallo will close his
Orthopedic practice Dec. 17, 2001.
Patients who wish to pick up a copy

of their records may contact

Jackson Purchase Medical Office
1029 Medical Ctr. Circle Suite 200, Mayfield, KY
(270) 251-4545 • 1-800-272-9477

•

Southern Farm Bureau Life's
Fixed Annuity
This competitive interest rate is guaranteed for one year upon issue and
is subject to change on policy
anniversary dates However, regardless of rate changes over the years,
Southern Farm Bureau Life guarantees the rate will never decrease
below 3.00°c Since early surrender
charges apply, please call for details

Hwy. 121
Bypass
753-4703

During January run an ad on Tuesday or V,
Thursday & run the same ad in our shopper
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Reach customers in Benton, Hazel, Dexter, Mayfield, Almo,
for

Paris, TN & morefor a fraction of the cost.
Call & place your ad with one of our ad reps today.
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